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Letter from the Editor:
This issue, wow! I love it and I really think you will too. Editing Dirty Chai is a gift.
Reading the submissions we receive inspires us to not only be better editors but better
writers. We are so very thankful for all who’ve entrusted us with their work, and for
the support of those who read our magazine. You all are amazing. I hope you enjoy
the work that Sam, C.M. and Erica and I have compiled for this issue.
-Azia DuPont
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the child curled in the green grass is on fire
these two little girls are hand in hand on a beach while their father snaps photos of
them and they are on fire
she wakes up from another nightmare about him and she is on fire
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lovers who stay in bed until the late morning are on fire
she wants to forget and she is on fire
she is carrying a baby to the sidewalk and everyone watches while she sets it on fire
she is now on fire
she sometimes forgets she is on fire
his face against hers at the edge of a cliff is on fire
two women standing at the altar are on fire
every love letter she has ever received is on fire
all the flowers in the world are on fire
she is sitting on the branch of a tree and the tree is on fire
hands are holding each other and they are on fire
the bees are on fire
all of her memories are on fire
they pour her ashes into the ocean and they are all on fire
planting trees in the front yard is on fire
pruning the bamboo is on fire
being with him until death is on fire
she did something she wasn’t supposed to and she is on fire
she is on fire and she is on fire and she is on fire
all the women and little girls are on fire

-isobel o’hare
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SHADOWBOXING
by ryan francis kelly

“The most intricate and
lavish dioramas will be
reserved by the rich and
famous—actors,
daredevils, musicians,
politicians, royalty, etc.—
who will request specified
posthumous displays
based on their particular
significance to society.
Morbidly eccentric
collectors will travel
around the world and
amass scrapbooks full of
diorama selfies taken
with different celebrity
cadavers.”

In the near future, most funeral homes
will offer a diorama option for wakes of the
deceased. The option will allow families to pose

their loved ones in staged tableaux that best represent
their former lives.
This practice will originate as
“shadowboxing,” after a former middleweight
champion passes away and leaves behind a strange
testimony in his will. The famous boxer will request
that his wake pay homage to his first world title
victory. Thousands will attend his wake in a Las
Vegas coliseum, where his recently deceased corpse
will be displayed upright and victorious in the
squared circle.
The shadowboxers will get every detail right—
the champion’s signature red trunks and boots, his
fade haircut, his black Everlast gloves. They will
spritz his brow and torso to imitate sweat, and use FX make-up to cosmeticize a black
eye and a trickling lesion on his cheekbone. They will borrow the middleweight
championship belt from the Hall of Fame Museum and drape it over his left shoulder.
His former trainer will donate a used mouth guard for accurate presentation. The
shadowboxers will construct a dummy to lie in place for the champion’s fallen
opponent of yesteryear. The boxer’s son will dress as a referee and raise his father’s
hand in the air. His daughter will strike the ring bell in memoriam. The diorama will be
a flawless commemoration. Attendees will have the opportunity to step through the
ring ropes and get their souvenir photo taken with a boxing legend.
After this event gains notoriety, shadowboxing will become a popular trend.
Businesses will claim to be “putting the fun back in funeral” and “thinking outside of
the casket.” A Chicago gambler will sit through his funeral services behind the wheel of
a coffin made to look like a Cadillac Seville. A paramedic will be displayed behind the
wheel of his ambulance. There will be a man dressed for his wake like Che Guevara,
cigar in hand, seated pretzel style. A certain deceased biker will be towed to a cemetery
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in plexiglass; his body astride his Harley-Davidson motorcycle. In accordance with his
longstanding request, he will be buried alongside his gang, motorcycle and all.
The most intricate and lavish dioramas will be reserved by the rich and famous—
actors, daredevils, musicians, politicians, royalty, etc.—who will request specified
posthumous displays based on their particular significance to society. Morbidly
eccentric collectors will travel around the world and amass scrapbooks full of diorama
selfies taken with different celebrity cadavers. News tubes will provide pre-wake and
post-wake coverage. Tickets will be sold and scalped. Untimely and premature deaths
will inflate prices and skyrocket demand. Suicide and overdose cases will complicate
certain reenactments, but the most skilled shadowboxers will always find ways to help
families convert tragedies into cover-ups. Because of culture’s short memory, the
deceased will often be more remembered for their dioramas than for their real lives.
There will be many families who rely on this phenomenon.
One particularly wealthy heiress will hire shadowboxers for her uncle’s diorama.
Her uncle will have been the family’s blemish during his life—the black sheep, a spoiled
manic addict who leached and squandered his inheritance. The heiress will have no
softness for her uncle, who will have openly denounced her father and called their
pharmaceutical fortune “blood money.” In private, the heiress will imagine an accurate
diorama for her uncle, one where he’s tweaked out on amphetamines and hammering
2x4s into his basement floorboards.
But she will not ask the shadowboxers for verisimilitude. The heiress will
understand shame, and bad PR, and damage control. She will understand the danger of
letting anxious manic-depressives represent the company’s drugs for anxiety, mania,
and depression. She will do what is expected of her, and fulfill her familial obligations.
She will ask for a shadow set of a laboratory, where her uncle will be garbed in white
coat and posed behind beakers and titrating vials, his forehead resting against an
expensive microscope. The shadowboxers will apply concealer cream to the sores and
fever blisters around his lips. The diorama will serve its purpose. The uncle will be
remembered for his dedication to company research, rather than his depraved selfdestruction. The heiress will exit the wake with impeccable posture.
But there will be other families with less shadowboxing success. One family of
middle-American breeding and modest income will attempt to honor their beloved
aunt with a Parisian-themed diorama. The aunt will have been middle-aged, an
elementary school art teacher victimized by colon cancer. She will have been heavyset
and mannish, a devout Catholic who never married or had children of her own. Her
parents and brothers and sisters and nephews and nieces will gather together as a
family, grasping at some meaning or longing which should have been there. They will
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settle on Paris, eventually, after one of the sisters recalls a painting the aunt had done of
Champs-Élysées. Others will support this idea, claiming that their aunt constantly
mentioned Paris in conversation. One niece will swear it was the aunt’s dying wish to
visit the city.
After the family meets with the funeral home, the shadowboxers will design a
virtual, posthumous tour of Paris. When they explain their plan, the family will agree to
terms that meet their budget. The wake will be held at a Los Angeles studio, small and
intimate, where the family will be able to pose for photos and live out moments
vicariously for their aunt. The diorama will be propped and decorated like a
stereotypical French café. The aunt’s corpse will be given a beret to wear, and there will
be a bountiful spread of café au lait and fresh croissants. CGI green screens will display
HD images of the Eiffel Tower, the Arc de Triomphe, The Mona Lisa and Louis XIV at the
Louvre, and every other famous attraction in the city.
There will be some brief moments of cheer and reprieve, as the family shuffles
around for different candid snapshots. Everyone will have something on the tips of
their tongues, almost ready to reminisce about how a particular image reminds them of
their aunt. But they will not be able to articulate much of anything, except the
shadowboxer’s cue for them to say “fromage” before each photo. They will bicker about
who should stand next to their aunt in each picture. Younger family members will
cringe as they wrap their arms around her wide haunches and rounded shoulders.
They will all sigh in relief when the virtual tour arrives at 27 rue de Fleurus, a
cultural landmark they know their aunt would have cherished the most. Shadowboxers
dressed as Hemingway, Fitzgerald, and Joyce will emerge from behind the screens and
join the party, remaining in character while serving as virtual tour guides. The CGI
green screens of Gertrude Stein’s home will include reproductions of Picasso and
Matisse paintings, which will engross and distract the family from their feelings of grief.
When Cezanne’s Bathers fills one of the massive screens, the shadowboxers will
encourage the family to stage the poses of the various pastel nudes in the background.
When they explain that it’s for a promotional photograph on their business’s website,
the family will be overcome with excitement about their chance for marginal fame.
While the family is consumed by their clamoring excitement, they will
mistakenly leave the aunt out of the choreography. She will sit in the periphery and
watch her family with dead eyes, beret tilting to the side, coffee getting cold.■
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by ryan francis kelly

I

n the near future, taking selfies
will be considered both art and
extreme sport. The lowbrow

activity formerly reserved for social
networking sites will be appropriated
for high art, activism, political
statements, and daredevil
stuntmanship.
A well-respected modern art
museum in France will host a gallery of
original selfies taken by an experimental
photographer. The gallery, titled Auto
Sans Fin, will make metacommentary on
the self-indulgence of the current
culture. The gallery’s feature piece,
“Egocentrique,” will use mirrors and
projectors to create an endless repeating
selfie, a never-ending enfilade vista of
identically framed shots. According to
the photographer, each replicated image
will have been altered slightly to
represent the “full spectrum of self.”
Gallery patrons will spend hours
examining the piece for these deviated
blips, analyzing their patterns and
interpreting their significance. By the
photographer’s fifth exhibition, he will
have received a dozen commission
offers from wealthy admirers who
desire their own imitation selfies in the
same style. The photographer will
refuse, out of “artistic integrity,”

claiming it would contradict the very
premises of the selfie medium.
The premises of the medium will
be questioned further in the news, when
a full-grown female macaque takes a
selfie of herself in an Indonesian forest.
An ambitious nature photographer will
travel to Indonesia from the United
Kingdom and spend three days
following the monkeys with his camera
equipment and tour guide. After he
assembles his tripod and walks away for
a few moments, the monkeys will grab
his cameras and start snapping pictures
of themselves. Many of the photos will
be poorly shot, but the female
macaque’s will be symmetrical,
centered, and focused. The highdefinition camera will vividly capture
the macaque’s amber-brown eyes,
flattened nose, and fine white whiskers.
Her bucktooth smile will convey the
slightest sense of mischief. The
photographer will hypothesize about
the monkeys’ curiosity over the
equipment’s blinking red lights, but his
assistants will make “monkey see,
monkey do” jokes and suggest that the
creatures were merely imitating their
human relatives. That’s when the
photographer will realize the novelty of
the monkey selfie. He will start to
imagine the high value of these
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photographs, the firsts of their kind,
undoubtedly worth thousands of dollars
to various media outlets.
When this photographer seeks
out popular British and American news
conglomerates, they will ask for a
preview of the goods. Hours later the
sample preview of the female macaque
will leak on primetime tube channels
and navigate the web of the Internet.
The photographer will be overwhelmed
with indignant rage, and file a lawsuit
against the news corporations, believing
them to have committed theft of his
intellectual and artistic property. The
courts will throw out the case, asserting
that a photograph taken by a wild
animal is not copyrightable. If the
animal were his property, then the
property of his property would also be
his property. But the courts will rule
that in the case of a monkey's selfie by
itself, the photograph immediately and
forever falls into the public domain.
From then on the photograph will be
usable by anyone, without permission.
The monkey will have no say.
Soon after this incident, a radical
feminist will make political selfie history
with her controversial snapshot taken in
front of the Washington Monument. For
the snapshot, the woman will lie
horizontally on the ground, wearing
nothing but a 12-inch strap-on dildo.
She will take the picture from ground
level with her extended arm, so that the
veiny black silicon superimposes the

entire monument. This picture will leak
all over online forums and quickly
become known as “The Straponument.” It will earn 150 million likes
in its first fifteen minutes of fame, and
garner support from every popular
women’s movement and feminist
organization. News tubes will cover the
“Strap-onument” and host panel
debates about its indecency and
dissidence. Feminist analysts will
support its political stance and echo its
critique of white American patriarchy.
Rightwing congressmen from the
Southwest will denounce the selfie’s
message as bygone and archaic. They
will call it lewd and classless, and then
pivot the conversation toward family
values and protecting children. The
image of the black dildo will linger in
the background of the debate, as a
bleary obelisk, blurred and smudged for
the sake of censorship.
When tubers change the channel,
they will land on a BoilerPlate series
called The Gist List, which produces
weekly top-ten lists based on current
pop-culture trends. This week’s list will
feature the top ten Most Dangerous
Selfies Ever Taken. The top picks will
include daredevils who use “selfie
sticks” and pulley devices to capture
photos atop various structures,
including Hong Kong skyscrapers, the
unfinished Shanghai Tower, and
Moscow's Kotelnicheskaya
Embankment Building. The list will also
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feature an over-the-shoulder selfie of a
man being chased during Pamplona’s
Running of the Bulls, and another from
a teenage girl as she escaped a burning
building. As the list counts down, there
will be a handful of S.O.S. selfies taken
from inflatable rafts or while bobbing
through the ocean with a life jacket. A
few astronauts will have used GoPro
cameras to snap selfies while trolling
behind satellites on tow cables in the
dark vacuum of space. The Gist List will
conclude with a photo taken by a 90year-old woman, who, after
misunderstanding selfie mechanics, will
have thrown her back out lifting a 35pound computer monitor in front of her
bathroom mirror.
This incident will seem
humorous and trivial when compared to
events that follow. As dangerous selfies
continue to earn small-time accolades,
amateur novices will attempt to emulate
the daredevils that came before them.
This will result in a series of selfierelated deaths, beginning with an 18year-old girl’s horrible automobile
accident, where she’ll be thrown
through the retractable sunroof of her
BMW. On her way home from high
school graduation, she will crash her
brand new present into an embankment
and sail twenty-five feet into the
undercarriage scaffolding of a bridge.
Seconds before ejection, the girl
will have posted a selfie to multiple

social networks—her sparkling white
smile, one eye blinking in the sun, hair
wisping in the wind. While taking the
picture through the sunroof, the girl will
have steered the car with her feet. She
will have been listening to the radio, an
alternative station playing the song
“Alive” by the rock band P.O.D. Her
selfie post will include the following
message: woooo i <3 this song. i feel so
alive! #justgraduated #POD #alive. Her
body will eventually be recovered,
mangled and filthy, graduation robe
shredded by gravel and jagged metal.
Even on a bright May afternoon, she
will be nearly unrecognizable.
About a week later, a young
couple from San Diego will perish while
recording dangling selfies on the edge
of Devil’s Punchbowl in Ramona. They
will be unaware of the bowl’s shallower
water in summer months, and ignore
the warnings from gap-toothed locals on
their slow and sloping drive. All that
will remain of the couple is a
smartphone mounted to a makeshift
tripod, standing ominously among the
craggy rocks. The timed snapshot that
was supposed to capture their selfie will
have only caught a blurry
indiscriminate hand. Many who see the
image will say that the hand was
grasping for something, but it will be
hard to tell.■
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WITH DEATH AT A BASEBALL GAME
A perfect diversion, I thought—plastic cups of beer, hot dogs, fuzzy organ notes
pumped through tinny speakers, boys with gloves, sun-glassed dads, tanktopped women, tenth-row seats, first-base line, perfect for those six-four-three
double plays and hooking-hooking-just-fair homers to left. Even Death must
take an afternoon off, I reasoned.
I thought we could talk about Bambino, Jackie, Mickey, Clemente, Carew. We
would analyze each pitch as if our opinions mattered and yell at that bum-of-anump behind the plate who let the strike zone wander like a drunk driving a
Winnebago.
The visiting leadoff hitter walked. Number two got hit by a pitch. Third popped
out to shallow center. Clean up stepped to the plate with a blond unsoiled bat in
his coffee brown hands attached to arms like hickory trunks and committed first
pitch murder. The left fielder turned, took two steps, then shrugged. We
mortals were stunned—even Hammerin’ Hank would have gawked at that
shot—but Death brushed its left eye as the opposing hero rounded third. No
better curtain than that, it whispered, then excused itself to go take a piss.
-kael moffat
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MERTON
REVISITED
by chris welzenbach

Residents who cannot sleep orbit the back yard, smoking cigarettes
and craning up at the sky. This night two of them wander between the bike rack
and a newly planted apple tree.
Dozens of men reside at the homeless shelter. When all the bunks are taken,
additional room can be found on the chapel floor. There is a waiting list to get in. Many
of those who find sanctuary here have drug or alcohol dependency issues. Forty-three
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percent are military veterans (compared to 11 percent of the US adult population), and
many of whom suffer PTSD. A handful are elderly but most are middle-aged. All have
hit a wall.
Residents at the shelter are required to pay a nominal house fee to cover food
and other expenses. About 80 percent are employed. Others receive SSI or military
disability payments. Those who cannot afford to pay the house fee perform chores.
An all-male enclave, the shelter bears more than a passing resemblance to a
monastery. This among other reasons has led me after an interregnum of many years
back to the writings of Thomas Merton.
As the 60s recede into the past, that crucial decade is increasingly memorialized
hieroglyphically through peace signs and doofy lettering, rock posters and frantic
images caught on celluloid. Icons such as Martin Luther King, Jr. and Lyndon Johnson
dominate discussions of substance, with race riots and the moon landing serving as
backdrop. Andy Warhol and the Beatles may have captured the spirit of that
incandescent age but mention is rarely made any more of a Cistercian monk called
Brother Louis who, writing under his birth name of Thomas Merton, provided spiritual
ballast for a fabulous and rebellious generation.
Merton entered the Abbey of Gethesemani in rural Kentucky in 1941. He had
formerly been a graduate student in English at Columbia University and considered
becoming a priest before entering the Cistercian Order.
Cistercians—also called Trappists—are known for their strict observance of the
Rule of St. Benedict. At the homeless shelter, things are not quite so rigid. Rather than
matins, vespers, compline et al., there's breakfast at 6:15 a.m., lunch at a quarter after
twelve, and dinner at 6:00 p.m. When it comes to cleanliness, both communities share
an abhorrence of dirt and disorder. Brother Louis as a novitiate was given the task of
scrubbing floors. Our homeless shelter gleams. Contemplation is the guiding principle
of the Cistercian Order. At the shelter finding one's own crib is the principal motivation,
though a room has been set aside for meditation.
Merton wasn't merely a monk but the author of 70 books who supported civil
rights and opposed nuclear weapons and emerged as the conscience of the counter
culture. Sequestered in a hermitage at Gethesemani, Merton received visitors such as
Joan Baez and Bob Dylan, the French philosopher Jacques Maritain and the Vietnamese
monk Thich Nhat Hanh (this at the height of the Vietnam War).
As is with a monastery, at the shelter spirituality has magnified importance.
Those who have run through their emotional, physical, and financial currency are in
need not only of a confessor but of a purpose greater than themselves. Merton's
withdrawal from the secular world was a voluntary act. Residents at the shelter have
been driven there by cold impersonal forces that govern a heartless and immoral
society. Merton sought the structure of monastically regimented contemplation. Many
of our residents are products of violently unstructured environments, failed by family
and school and the larger community.
Walking the corridors of the shelter late at night calls to mind Thomas Merton's
seminal essay, Fire Watch July 4, 1952, wherein Brother Louis patrols the Abbey of
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Gethesemani while the other monks sleep. Each night a different monk is assigned this
task, ready to raise the alarm in case of a fire or some other emergency. At each stop
over the course of his rounds, Brother Louis is required to punch a clock. Each such
occasion mirrors a station of the cross.
Eight thirty. I begin my round, in the cellar of the south wing. The place is
full of naked wires, stinks of the hides of slaughtered calves. My feet are
walking on a floor of earth, down a long catacomb, at the end of which
there is a brand-new locked door into the guest wing that was only
finished the other day. So I punch the clock for the first time in the
catacomb, I turn my back on the new wing, and the fire watch is on.
[Cunningham, Lawrence S., Thomas Merton: Spiritual Master, The Essential
Writings, Edited with an Introduction by Lawrence S. Cunningham, Mahwah,
NJ, Paulist Press, 1992, page 109]
Residents at the shelter sleep on steel bunks, 12 to a room. The rooms are not
very big. Some of the residents screen off their bunks with clothes or towels to create an
illusion of privacy. Those suffering depression spend long hours in bed. Others find
sleep difficult and spend much of the night reading in the meditation room. Some work
the third shift and sleep during the day. For those troubled by snoring, we dispense ear
plugs.
Perhaps the dormitory of the choir monks is the longest room in
Kentucky. Long lines of cubicles with thin partitions a little over six feet
high, shirts and robes and scapulars hang over the partitions trying to dry
in the night air. Extra cells have been jammed along the walls between
the windows. In each one lies a monk on a straw mattress. One pale bulb
burns in the middle of the room. The ends are shrouded in shadows. I
make my way softly past cell after cell. I know which cells have snorers
in them. [Ibid. at page 116]
A modern structure, the shelter has heat sensors and smoke detectors and a
sprinkler system. Fire is less of a concern, but some of the residents have chronic health
issues and must be monitored constantly, so I regularly patrol the corridors. Night here
is not a time of rest but an anxious troubling pause, when residents sometimes raid the
kitchen for a peanut butter sandwich or a scoop of cottage cheese. Night is when the
world is briefly on hold.
For Merton, night is freighted with deep spiritual significance. The Fire Watch has
been described as a prose poem and it concludes ecstatically, as Brother Louis scales the
stairs of the abbey tower and looks out at the nighttime world:
Mists of damp heat rise up out of the fields around the sleeping abbey.
The whole valley is flooded with moonlight and I can count the southern
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hills beyond the watertank, and almost number the trees of the forest to
the north. Now the huge chorus of living beings rises up out of the world
beneath my feet: life singing in the water-courses, throbbing in the creeks
and the fields and the trees, choirs of millions and millions of jumping
and flying and creeping things. And far above me the cool sky opens
upon the frozen distance of the stars. [Ibid. at pages 117-118]
The shelter offers no such release. Outside, the night is quiet. No chorus of
crickets but the distant sound of traffic, and moonlight strikes hard off broken concrete
where businesses once stood. Nonetheless it is a place of sanctuary, and not only for
those who reside here.
The shelter kitchen provides meals for indigent folks in the neighborhood.
Toward the end of the month when government checks have been spent and food
stamps exhausted, the dining room overflows at mealtimes. A boldly printed sign on
the kitchen door reads: “No Seconds”. It is routinely ignored.
Keenly aware that dozens of souls are in our charge, we hold fire drills and
tornado drills, but some tragedies no one can adequately prepare for. Jake was an
unemployed veteran, a big man with a barrel chest and a stormy face. When the Great
Recession hit in 2008, Jake lost his job and his home and all sense of direction.
For men like Jake, the plight of homeless veterans is not a statistical abstraction.
His became a world of abridged possibilities and stifled dreams, and his circumstances
made Jake very angry. He seemed always on the verge of exploding and I admired him
for his determination to hold his fury in check. A victim of economic violence, Jake was
not a man to passively accept victimhood.
In this age of appalling injustice and soaring inequality, Merton's words in a later
essay, The Plague of Albert Camus: A Commentary and Introduction, remain piercingly
condign. The third paragraph of what I believe to be his most important composition
reads in part:
Man's drive to destroy, to kill, or simply to dominate and to oppress
comes from the metaphysical void he experiences when he finds himself a
stranger in his own universe. He seeks to make that universe familiar to
himself by using it for his own ends, but his own ends are capricious and
ambivalent. They may be life-affirming, they may be expressions of
comprehension and of love, or they may be life-denying, armored in
legalism and false theology, or perhaps even speaking the naked
language of brute power. [Merton, Thomas, The Literary Essays of Thomas
Merton, New York, New Directions Books, 1981, pages 181-182]
Jake was turning a corner. His proudest possession was a 90-day pin from
Alcoholics Anonymous and he sensed his long travail was nearing its end. Having
recovered himself, Jake encouraged others to join him at AA meetings. But his
outrage—an appropriate response to a society that sent him off to war and exalted his
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heroism and later shunned him in his time of need—still lurked beneath an
increasingly placid exterior. Jake remained fiercely aware of his status as a discarded
pawn in someone else's power game.
Victory at the shelter happens when a resident departs for a place of his own, a
steady job and a shot a future happiness. Defeats happen with greater frequency. To
work at a homeless shelter is to learn how to listen. Residents need an uncritical ear. A
common theme running through their recitations is the astonishing speed with which
things can fall apart, and how close each of us is to the anonymity of the breadline and
the debasement of the gutter. In his essay on Camus's The Plague, Merton writes:
Plague here represents all the forms of evil which break in upon human
existence and curtail the freedom of man by destroying the basic
assumptions upon which he builds his plans for future action. Thinking
which does not adequately account for evil cannot be called realistic.
Freedom that presupposes such unreal thinking is not free. Camus
summons the Plague to bear witness to the fact that no systematic
thinking can be fully realistic if it excludes the radical absurdity of an
existence into which evil or irrationality can break without warning. [Ibid.
at pages 190-191]
The Plague afflicting contemporary society is concentrated wealth, and this
particular Plague has burned through the ranks of working people like an economic
Ebola, a brutal pathogen that targets human decency, while remaining vastly aloof to
the suffering of others. It is an affliction that promotes selfishness and greed and
annihilates honesty and trust, and it struck the Jakes of this world without warning,
destroying jobs and livelihoods as it snatched away homes and security to leave its
victims languishing in penury and despair.
Those who battled the Plague of Albert Camus were organized into sanitation
squads. At the shelter we work in shifts. The actions of Dr. Rieux and of Tarrou—two
of Camus's characters who work with the sanitation squads—are for Merton a universal
cypher: “There are moments when their exhausting and dangerous struggle seems
utterly hopeless: but they continue anyway, not in order to prove themselves better than
the Plague, but simply because they are alive and they want to help others to stay alive
also.” [Ibid. at 195] Here, Merton lights upon a quiet and self-effacing truth: Someone
must be here at the shelter for these forgotten men because someone must resist the
Plague, even if that resistance sometimes seems ridiculous and inconsequential.
Many of those at the shelter are men who had previously fallen into the seductive
trap of believing things will continue as they have always continued, that the daily cycle
of work and sleep and the regular respite of the weekend are all part of some natural
design; predictable as sunrise, rather than something willfully imposed on a capricious
world wholly indifferent to the aspirations of humanity. And when that daily cycle
went south on them, these men suddenly found themselves without handhold or
foothold, plummeting through yawning chasms of emotional entropy and harrowing
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desperation. Merton wrote:
His first step toward freedom must be the acceptance of life on an entirely
new basis: the affirmation that though the reasons which are supposed to
justify existence do not, in fact, justify anything at all, he will go on living
anyway as a matter of stubborn “Sysyphean” choice. This first step, this
basic revolt against the absurd, this affirmation of freedom, sets man on
the right path. [Ibid. at page 198]
Jake was on the right path and was preparing to re-enter the larger world on his
own terms. For a week he'd been complaining of heartburn, but no one gave it much
thought. Tuesday evening, after returning from an AA meeting, Jake got into an
argument with another resident. Their verbal confrontation escalated explosively and
Jake suddenly collapsed to the floor. The residents responded with alacrity. Some had
medical training. An ambulance was called and help arrived seven minutes later, but by
then, it was already too late. Jake's face was purple. He'd stopped breathing. All that
outrage inside of him, the anger he'd so assiduously striven to control, had finally and
catastrophically erupted.
His loss was a blow to residents who saw Jake as one of the victors, as one of
those who had turned a corner. A memorial was held in the back yard. One of the
shelter's supporters donated an apple tree. Residents were encouraged to scoop soil into
the negligible hole dug for it. Because Jake was a vet, a color guard was present. So was
a woman from a local community college who played an organ while everyone sang
“Amazing Grace.” Some 50 people showed.
Thomas Merton died in 1968 in a cheap hotel outside Bangkok. He was
attempting to plug in an electric fan and was electrocuted by its frayed power cord. A
poor man's death. He wrote:
. . . The Plague remains the most positive and conclusive of all Camus's
novels. The real drama of the book is found in the contrapuntal treatment
of the theme of evil on two levels: the Plague as physical evil and the
Plague as a deficiency in the human spirit, a challenge which summons
up the deepest resources of the human conscience in its capacity for
courage and love. [Ibid. at 189-190]
It is late and the shelter is quiet. Night weighs heavy on some of the residents. Two men
wander the back yard between the bike rack and the newly planted apple tree. Soon my
relief will arrive and I can return to the illusory security of my own home and my own
life and I can continue to hope that someday we can defeat this terrible Plague.■
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ROAD
RASH
by brian culp

If he had told her once,
he had told her a
thousand times. Do not take
the pump. Do not remove the
goddamn bike pump from the
garage. Please, honey. Pump
your tires in the morning,
before you go. If the bike
pump is in your car, then only
one of us gets to use it. But if
you pump the tires in the
fucking garage like I’ve asked
on about fourteen different
occasions now, we can both
have properly inflated tires. Is
that so hard? Is it too much
trouble for you to think of someone other than yourself for a change? OK, honey? I
mean let’s not even discuss the fact that it’s not safe to ride around on deflated tires. I
mean say I get a pinch flat out there and I’m stuck without an extra tube. I’m just gonna
to have to call you to come get me and then we both don’t get to ride. See how that
works? It affects both of us when you do something selfish like just throwing the pump
in your trunk.
The man listened to his wife on the other end of the conversation for a moment
before interrupting.
Look, whatever. I just don’t want to have to tell you this again in two days, OK?
Leave the pump in the god damned garage. All right? That’s it, I’ll see you tonight.
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The man stabbed at the little red phone button on his Smartphone, ending the call
while she was trying to get a word in. He then chucked the thing through the open
window of his car. It bounced off the driver’s seat before nestling into the wellconditioned leather upholstery of the passenger’s side. If he wasn’t in such a rush, he’d
reach back through the window, grab the phone, and set himself a reminder: buy a
spare pump. Just buy two pumps and keep one in the trunk, just so this kind of thing
would never happen again.
In fact, he thought briefly about going inside and saying never-you-mind to the
whole idea of going out for a ride that evening. But he was already dressed in his
matching spandex kit, and his water bottles were already full, and his helmet and clipon shoes with the graphite footbeds were already loaded in the car, and all day he’d
been really, really looking forward to the ride. The weather was perfect. Two of his best
friends would be there. And he always got a much better workout by riding in the big
group rides – 40 or more riders pushing each other ever faster, resembling a
multicolored bait ball of ocean fish escaping a predator – rather than just going out by
himself. So under his breath he muttered, fuck it, and threw the carbon-fiber bike with
the under-inflated tires atop the four-hundred-dollar rack strapped to the back of his
newly-waxed sedan, and headed out for an evening spin, if for no other reason than to
give the circumstances of the evening the old middle finger; he was a hard-charging
man who got what he wanted out of life as evidenced by his stainless steel appliances
and his basement entertainment system and his wife’s perfect breasts, all bought and
paid for thank you very much, and so he wasn’t about to be stopped by a few pounds of
missing tire pressure.
The delay searching for the bike pump and then calling his wife almost made the
man late, but he managed to catch a few green lights on the way, and pulled up just in
time. One of his friends smiled and looked at his watch as the man unloaded the bike
up and over the tines of the rack. The man was still adjusting his helmet when he said
to his friend, “Wife took the pump. Don’t ask.”
“Wanna borrow mine?”
“No time,” replied the man.
The friend shook his head and said: “Dogs and wives, my man. They’re great to
have around. Most of the time.”
The man exhaled through pinched lips to acknowledge the jest. The sound was
similar to the sound of air escaping a tire. He tucked his phone into the back-pocket
pouch of his jersey and clipped shoe to pedal.
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And then: about fifteen minutes into the ride, after the ol’ thighs had gotten a chance
to properly warm up, the man could already sense what toll the under-inflated tires
would extract. It felt like he was biking over sticky pavement; it would take all he had
to keep up with his friends, never mind the rest of the group. God damnit, the man
thought. Wait ‘till I get home. Just wait ‘till I get home.
That was what he was thinking as he leaned hard into a turn. He was a hardcharging man, after all, and wasn’t about to let other riders pass just because there’s a
little bend in the road.
He was doing about 25 mph at the time.
And because he was focused on the rider directly in front of him, and the pocket of
wind resistance relief this position afforded, rather than on the road ahead, he didn’t
see the little sliver of a pothole – just a crack in the ground that had widened over the
winter – and rolled right over the thing, same as the rider in front of him. Except that
his under-inflated tube inside the bike’s rear tire puckered up and over the bead of the
aircraft aluminum wheel. The man heard a sharp crack from somewhere under his ass,
and knew at once that he’d suffered a pinch flat, just as predicted. The man felt a needle
of anger towards his wife course from his balls to brainstem, and he couldn’t wait to
make the call, the one where he could really let her have it, the one which would start
with the question: “What did I fucking say about the pump, huh?”
But then the man wobbled. The man’s back tire quivered like the hands of an
alcoholic reaching for the afternoon’s first drink, and he tried his best to steer out of the
surging bicycle pace line. Except that in his anger, he overcorrected, jerking the
handlebars rather than holding them steady, and steering with the lean of his torso.
That’s when everything went all to hell.
When he fell, the man’s right forearm painted the middle of the street with a streak
of bright, arterial red.
The car coming in the other lane didn’t have a chance.
The driver would later tell that it all happened so suddenly. There was no possible
way he had a chance to react. He was just going on instinct. There was a flash of
movement, the driver explained, his voice hoarse and detached, and then he did what
he could. He would tell that he had no possible way of knowing that by locking his
brakes, he had only made things worse.
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The man, now on the pavement rather than on his bike, slid a few feet towards the
oncoming car, and tried to put his arms up in a futile attempt to protect himself. The
other bikers heard the scream of tires – a sound made by tires much thicker than those
on a bicycle. And then the other bikers heard a low, sickening clunk that sounded like
something large and hollow giving way; the sound the universe makes when it’s being
ripped apart.
The man under the car felt a blinding spike of pain, but where the pain came from
didn’t really register. And then, just as suddenly, the blinding pain was gone.
The man turned his head, although perhaps it was just his eyes. He saw another
streak on the pavement painted with a multitude of hues: some bright, arterial reds,
some darker, more muted maroons, and god knows what other colors mixed in. And
then he saw his phone, resting on the pavement just beyond the streak. The phone. I
need to get to my phone, he thought. I need to get to my phone to tell her what
happened. I need to call her and describe all the colors I can see in this streak of red. I
want to share the joy I feel beholding all this color, and I want to share it with her more
than anyone else in this world. If I can just get to my phone, everything will be okay.
The man then tried to pick himself up, but his body would not obey the command.
So he rested a moment, watching as his friends jog over to where he lay. Some other
cyclists joined his friends. Their shoes were red and white and shiny, and they sounded
funny, clip-clopping across the hard pavement like tap shoes across a stage.
“Holy fuck,” one of the cyclists said when he arrived. His spandex was orange and
white. “Holy fuck,” another said, and then added: “God damn motherfucker.” Another
made a face and just turned away, placing his hands atop his head. This one’s spandex
bore a design with blue and red flowers. None of these riders were his friends.
His friends pushed past these other riders who were cursing too much, the man
thought, and took up positions closest to. One was tucking away his own cell phone; it
looked like he had just finished a call. I wonder if my friend called his wife, the man
thought. I wonder if he called and told her to come see the beautiful color painted on
the street.
Both friends squatted down and slowly removed their helmets. What? What is it?
the man lying on the ground asked. Is it bad? But the man did not hear the words
escape his lips.
One of the man’s friends – the one who had cracked wise about dogs and wives –
put his hand on the man’s ankle and left it there. The hand was warmth and comfort
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and hope. “Just stay down, buddy. Just take it easy. It’s okay, he said in a soothing
voice. It’s okay. We’re here. Someone’s on the way.”
The man’s eyes shifted, and he saw the other friend. The other friend was not
looking back, but rather at the one saying the soothing words. The other friend’s eyes
were big and shiny with tears.
I want you to grab my phone over there, the man said. Tell my wife I’m not mad.
Tell her it wasn’t her fault. Tell her I love her and I didn’t mean it, any of it, the man
said. But once again the words failed to form in his mouth. And then he saw why.
Somewhere in the streak he painted on the asphalt, near his phone, was a purple lump,
and the man now realized the purple lump was his tongue.
So the man used all his strength and reached for his tongue. If only he could get the
tongue back, he could use it to form the right words. He could use it to fill his mouth
and his wife’s ears with words that were kind and sustaining. He could tell his wife the
things he had meant to tell her; the things he was going to tell her when he found the
right time. He could tell her that when she made bacon and eggs, it was the best meal in
the history of the planet. That the time she helped him shave was the sexiest damn
thing he can remember. That the best days of his life were the mornings they slept late
on Saturdays, doing nothing other than listening to each other breathe. This was going
to be easy, in fact: once he had his phone and his tongue back, everything would be
okay.
He scrambled to his feet in order to regain his tongue, but for some reason only his
hand seemed willing to carry out his mind’s urging. “Easy, his friend said. Easy buddy.
Just lie still. We’re here. We’re here.” The man’s other friend stared down at the
pavement, clear drops of liquid splashing between those funny shoes that made the
funny clip-clopping noises.
And so the man gave up the effort. All the color of the man’s world slowly drained,
and the purple lump he was staring at became gray, then black, and then the man
stopped thinking about which words he might say, or how much air was in his tires, or
tomorrow’s budget meeting at work, or holding his wife close, inhaling the wonderful
mystery of her as she rested on his chest, or whether it was safe to ride, or anything else.
Every thought he ever had was now spilled onto the pavement, mingling with the two
bright streaks of red the man painted a few moments ago.■
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It's pride to say that you
never regret anything
but I'm sure if I ever went back
I'd avoid certain actions, like the time
I picked you up at a poetry reading
the night before my mother's funeral,
then followed you home
to your room, which was filled with guitars,
stuffed toys, and empty wine bottles.
So we emptied another bottle
and fucked on Muppet sheets, left over
from the teenage girl who used to live there
but had recently been sent to her dad's
because she had Problems. All of us did,
I was forty, and my mother had died
alone in a bed that didn't belong to her
just shy of seventy, finally unable to talk,
which killed her, I think,
more than anything else. You had recently
been sprung from jail, having
failed a Drugstore-Cowboy-style caper—
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you wakened from your stupor
in a pile of broken glass and prescription bottles,
sprawled out on the floor of the Bisbee dime store
with all the alarms ringing. It was a town
that you never greeted until one in the afternoon,
then you staggered through the streets
with a dazed smirk on your face,
hawking your book to the tourists,
asking strange women if they liked to read.
You corrected me later when
I called it a novel, and said haughtily,
“It's NOT a novel. It's a MEMOIR.”
Only five years beforehand
Grove Press had published your tale
of being a junkie in Tucson during the late ’70s.
You were off heroin now,
but very much attached to wine and Percosets
and your book was already out-of-print.
You were so mean to me,
and I never understood why—
especially our last night, when you finally broke down
and we had sex again, and after it ended
you quickly sat up and went to the bathroom,
came back out with a piece of toilet paper
wrapped around your dick, explaining
that since one of your testicles had accidentally
been removed by an incompetent doctor,
your penis dripped occasionally.
You said this casually, as if it didn't matter
what I thought about it, with a sort
of imperious air, and I was so infatuated with you
that I didn't mind. You told me
that you would be leaving in exactly an hour
and, when I protested, looked at me directly
and said, “You're used to getting
exactly what you want, aren't you?”
Many times I've regretted my response—
the look that must have come over my face
which was probably akin
to the expression of a pet who has been
suddenly and inexplicably clubbed by its owner,
but you completely ignored it, nodded
with satisfaction, then settled yourself
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into my mother's bed with a weary sense
of obligation, combined with laziness.
For exactly one hour, you talked about yourself,
and the review of your book in SPIN magazine,
your head stretched out on the pillow
as you recalled a glory that had only faded
a couple of years beforehand,
but now seemed as distant as tumbleweeds.
You actually looked at your watch
to make certain that exactly one hour had passed,
and after stopping briefly in the kitchen
to feed my mother's starving, half-wild cats
you went down the steep steps to the street
without looking back once.
Right before you left, you said,
“Good luck with your writing.
Remember to just write the way you talk.”
I’ve thought of this many times
and wondered how you could possibly know,
since you never once listened to me.
One day, nine years later
I googled your name, and discovered
that you had died only a week beforehand
from a highly invasive brain cancer—
attended to by a self-sacrificing woman
who thought you were a genius,
and she dutifully reported
that your biggest regret in life
was that you never made it to Tibet,
but you did manage to get out of Bisbee
and make it back to Tucson, at least.

The older I get, the more I think
I could have done without this particular experience,
but then I'm quite sure that I would do it all again—
this time I'd be the one
to walk away across the desert,
and you'd be forced to climb the mountain
in your rental car,
with no other option except to leave
and drive home all by yourself.
-leah mueller
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AN OCEAN IN YOUR ANKLES

by karen fischer

The four of them were quick friends for all of the obvious reasons: one
wanted to fuck, two wanted to smoke, three wanted to drink, and all four
wanted company with any combination in
between. Her first memory with the three boys was a
night when they were all still fresh, still energetic from the
recent move to Chicago. One came from Nebraska, one
from southern Illinois, one from Maryland, one from who
knows where because she forgot to ask.

“They were all
living these
calculated
half-lives, like
rock and flesh
and all that
decays.”

The memory is rooftops. Thick winter coat. Down fur.
Apple Smirnoff. Congress and Dearborn. Dark piles. Snow
dunes chunking the earth. They are all wet. They stayed
wet. In the memory she walks to the edge of the rooftop on
that high rise, winter frost beating her face. She misses the
east coast, the ocean. The rooftop overlooks one tip of an isosceles triangle—the strict
angle of the adjacent local prison. She turns over her shoulder and hears the three boys
laughing by the dunes, but she knew that all of them were only simple skeletons to each
other, skeletons built of half-truths disguised as bone. They were all living these
calculated half-lives, like rock and flesh and all that decays. She knew the bonds were
going to splinter. There was only so much more time with the three boys beyond these
nights of gulping mooched vodka out the bottle and spitting out ramblings in exchange.
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She is here in Chicago to write. She is shy. She begins.
I need a front yard.
I need hobbies other than being sorry, feeling sorry, for what we do not have.
I need a Chicago friend.
On Halloween night they were all over off of Halsted at one house. This house belonged
to the Nebraska boy, and this boy was obvious, the painfully obvious type. He followed
the stream of galleries to the neighborhood and didn’t
think actively about gentrification. This one with skin light
as corn silk, always dressed in primary colors. So many
American Apparel hoodies. He drew out his A’s like Dazed
“The house was
and Confused. He had left Omaha, abandoned a shy life,
too big and
began dropping acid, and grew his hair out. When he was
became
drunk that night, he told her he was fucking the girl at the
painfully hollow
party dressed like Whoopi Goldberg from Sister Act. He
for the amount
was thrilled about it.
of people that
never showed
He always wanted to have parties.
up.”
The house was too big and became painfully hollow for
the amount of people that never showed up.
I need to be less condescending.
I need to care more about the things that matter.
I need writer friends.
The boy from Southern Illinois breathed hot like an infant when he started drinking.
Often spittle gathered in the corners of his lips; when he spoke, his mouth became a
moist curl. An ocean wave in autumn. This boy was very kind, and she could ask him if
her makeup looked good, and he would lick a thumb and rub gunk out of the corners of
her eyes with it, transfixed.
He was that kind of nice.
But no matter how nice he was, it didn’t matter when she only saw him when he talked
like waves. One thing that she will never forget: no matter what he was doing—
whether behind the makeshift bar or squinting and burning a finger trying to light his
cigarette—when she showed up, he would splay out his arms, unhinge his feet, and
splash into her.
I want us to eat Panera Bread salads together.
I want us to walk to Target to buy a shitty lamp together.
I want to do anything other than this together.
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She had a favorite. It was the third boy who she never thought to ask where he was
from. He had fuck arms (that’s been the only way to ever say it, fuck arms, because since
she saw the thick muscle of his biceps whenever they did first meet—she doesn’t
remember that either), she couldn’t help but think of being beneath those arms, and
even when he was gone she would think about the view below the biceps and the
immensity of the Atlantic ocean crashing through
his skin, lapping against her ankles, shins, between
her legs). She couldn’t stop wanting him if she tried.
“It was a lie, but only in
Sometimes when he spoke, she’d spend too much
small ways that didn’t
time appreciating the carving of his chin and she
matter. She really meant
would forget his words and instead stare at his
that she came to this city
bones, and it wasn’t till much later that she realized
wanting so much more
she, herself, was an infestation of these half-lives,
than the empty houses or
these half-truths that she deeply despised.
the dance floor or the
That night she stared at the bones of his jaw and her
spitting ramblings.”
knees knocked like the sea at the way all of his
words held weight, held purpose, a buoy or anchor
in the middle of the city, a place to always find her
way home to the east, or at least always know where she was going, or where she was
standing, or maybe he held chunks of all of these things. And all of those things were
important to her, right then, at that party where the house became the skeleton and they
were the cells of half-truths to each other. He was the one that refused to be a lie.
None of the other boys were like that.
Not one.
He made choices about what he put into the world.
The two of them were in basement of the empty house on a makeshift dance floor.
Purple hues streaked the walls from black lights. He was rolling on ecstasy and she told
him in a burst of courage, “I want to turn in an application to be your best friend!”
It was a lie, but only in small ways that didn’t matter. She really meant that she came to
this city wanting so much more than the empty houses or the dance floor or the spitting
ramblings. She watched his silhouette freeze against the stairs back outside to the loose
October rain. He knew her lie.
Truths, or half-truths, what could be, frightened him.
It dawned on her that she knew a bit too much about what he needed.
She writes to him, but won’t say it.
You need to stop with the pills.
You need to stop with the lighters.
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You need something far from where we stay.
Later that night she spit out typical ramblings to Nebraska, or Southern Illinois, she
doesn’t know and it didn’t even matter anymore, because neither of the other two were
as special as the one whose home she didn’t know. She cried and chain-smoked and
explained how she wanted the boy with no home to come
home with her, or her with him, but most of all she wanted
to believe that there was something more to what they were
“She wants to
all doing in that city, in that house, together.
find the
The boy with no home walked from Halsted in Pilsen back
strongest
into the cement of downtown Chicago, back into the
possible
isolation of buildings that stood alone in a crowd. He kept
combination of
walking, trudging with his own internal concrete blocks,
words, honest
their separatism, his only true friends, building his
words, no more
reasoning from the ground up of why he needed to go.
half-truths.
Only words with
On the rooftops, she didn’t think much about the isosceles
deliberate
triangle. The angles for a prison.
weight.”
Little did she know that they would all find that same
isolation in each other.
She keeps writing to him, still won’t say it.
I want you to have believed me.
I want to see your windows.
I want to see you in purple again with an ocean in your ankles.
The day after Halloween, he finally texts her things, and she wants to fix him, she wants
to give him more than an ocean for what he chooses to share with her.
I feel like nobody here really loves me in Chicago.
She thinks for hours about what to say in return, stares out windows analyzing the
angles of buildings. She wants to find the strongest possible combination of words,
honest words, no more half-truths. Only words with deliberate weight.
She wants to make the choice to put this into the world, for him. An apology.
She texts him back. What she actually, finally, sends:
Sometimes people don’t love us for the things that we need them to love us for.
He never responds.■
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ONE TIME
One time the world ended
and it was like turning off a television:
a light pop and then
Nothing.
Darkness and
Silence.
One time the world ended
and martha stewart was in the middle of
cooking a nice cake
and the president was
brushing his very, very white teeth
and stephen king was
writing his millionth, terrible book
and your grandma was probably
scooting around her split-level condo
in her slippers
unless if she’s already dead
then she was probably scooting around
the great, big, split-level condo in the sky.
One time the world ended
at 3:42PM on a Tuesday
the most ordinary and dull time
in the most ordinary and dull way
and it ended like flicking a light switch
and God had a hearty laugh
at all of us
-anna maria little
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TOO DRUNK FOR MASS, TOO SOBER FOR CONFESSION
my life is drunken stumble
from barroom to bedroom
my mouth is a slur of
sins and sinners,
debts and debtors
-anna maria little
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APTITUDE
by becky mandelbaum

B

ecause his father and his father’s father were both veterinarians, and
because he could often be found carrying crickets and cockroaches to
the outdoors in the cradle of his palms, all of us, including Mr.
Cooper, assumed little Tim was destined to become a veterinarian, and that
the state of Kansas’s career aptitude test, if it was at all accurate, would
reflect this certain fate. So when our sixth grade class opened our sealed manila
envelopes exactly one month after taking the aptitude test, we were all surprised to find
that Tim had been assigned the career of a sectional.
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“What’s a sectional?” Tim asked me, less because we were friends and more
because I sat directly behind him. Our relationship was shaky at best. In the fourth
grade, he’d told me I had a face like a cheeseburger. To retaliate, I’d pressed a booger
onto the underside of his desk.
“Maybe it’s a typo,” I said, hoping that it wasn’t. I understood that kids like
Timothy Wagner, kids who did not need braces and who came from families that could
afford things like horseback riding lessons and plastic book covers, needed a good
beating down.
“Oh, that’s no typo,” Mr. Cooper said. He was looming above us, as he
sometimes did. “It’s surprising, Tim, but not entirely unusual. Last year, we had a girl
get runner.”
“Like an athlete?” Tim asked, his eyes hopeful.
“Afraid not,” Mr. Cooper said. “More like a kind of long, narrow rug you’d put
in a hallway.”
Tim frowned. “So what’s a sectional?”
“Sectional sofa,” Mr. Cooper explained, and then, looking at my own papers,
which read Oral Surgeon, said, “That’s a nice surprise, Ashley. I’ve always thought
you’d do something with mouths.”
Not knowing what this meant, I said, “Thank you,” and made a mental note to
start paying more attention to people’s teeth. I started with Tim, who was bearing his
perfect choppers at his manila envelope and the dark future it portended.
“How are you supposed to be a sectional?” I asked.
Tim shrugged. It was clear that he had also expected recognition as a budding
veterinarian, and that his life was now destined to follow along the bleak prognosis
assigned to him by Career Aptitude Testing Services. “I guess I’ll need to get
upholstered?”
“Oh, perfect,” I said. “My uncle owns a fabric store downtown.”
“Oh yeah?”
I nodded. “He could cut you a deal.”
Tim thanked me several times, going so far as to kiss the palm of my hand. I
blushed, and felt, for the first time in my short life, like the type of girl who was capable
of extending little kindnesses down the social ladder.

I

n the morning, Tim showed up to class newly upholstered. The fabric was an
unflattering burgundy, spotted with haphazard starbursts the color of urine. It was
the fabric of a sofa you’d see in a dermatologist’s office, or in the living room of a
woman who collects dolls made of cornhusks.
“Did my uncle give you a good deal?” I asked, trying to sound chipper.
Tim’s mouth opened behind the fabric, creating a moist dimple. “He did. 10% off
per yard.” He began to squirm inside of the fabric body case, very much unlike an
actual sectional. “So do you like it?” he added. “I feel kind of silly. I didn’t want to come
to school."
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“Oh, no,” I said. “It looks great. You look great.” I realized I was beginning to
sound like my mom when my aunt Hilda wore dresses two sizes two small.
“Would you sit on me?”
“Yes,” I said, forcing a smile. “Definitely.”

S

everal days later, Miss Rimmer, the office secretary, showed up in Mr. Cooper’s
classroom. She glanced at a clipboard. “Tim?" she asked. "Timothy Wagner?”
Tim, who was sitting quietly in the corner of the room, next to a side table,
perked up. Perhaps he thought she was coming to announce a mistake on his aptitude
test.
Miss Rimmer nodded. “Please come with me."
Tim maneuvered his body until he had partial use of his knees. Crawling, he
followed Miss Rimmer out the door.
Later that day, Mr. Cooper told us that Tim had been promoted to the principal’s
office. We didn’t believe it, and so it was decided that one of us would do some
detective work. Everyone agreed that I was a natural candidate and so, the next day, I
waited until Mr. Cooper was looking right at me and then shot an expert spit wad into
Allison McAllister’s hair. Like a charm, I was promptly sent to the principal’s office.
The principal was busy in a meeting, and so I was told to wait in the lobby. Sure
enough, there was Tim, curved into the best L-shape he could manage.
“Go ahead,” the secretary said, gesturing toward Tim. “That’s what he’s there
for.”
Hesitant, I lowered myself onto the spot where Tim’s hipbone gave way to thigh.
I noticed that behind him, in the little sliver of space between his spine and the wall, lay
a colorful garden of trash—straw wrappers, fingernails, wads of bubble gum.
“Are you comfortable?" Tim asked, his voice strained. I could tell I was crushing
his lungs.
“Sure,” I said, although I’d never been more uncomfortable in my life.
Despite the aptitude test, I knew that the order of things was out of whack. The
universe had clearly mixed up the envelopes; it should have been me—the girl who
once pooped in a sump pump, who didn’t learn to tie her shoes until the 5th grade—
sitting beneath the wealthy, shiny, promising Tim, squashed beneath the weight of his
promise. I realized that Tim must be feeling this injustice even more acutely than I was,
that he must have felt the entire wrath of the universe’s boot up his ass.
“You know what, Tim?” I said.
“What?” he asked.
“I’m not comfortable. And you’re a bad sectional. The worst I ever saw.”
He breathed beneath me. In and out. In and out. Everything was a quiet for a moment
as the secretary looked at me with her beady, incredulous eyes. Tim continued to
breath. “Thank you,” he finally said, the words sounding more like ank oo. He shifted
beneath me and we were both quiet, appreciating for the first time in our young lives
just how badly things could turn out.■
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For Grzegorz
I’m not at the age yet
where I fear Death coming
right around the corner,
but I can spy her well enough
in the distance to see she still
keeps putting on lip gloss
and hiking slowly the skirt that covers
her long, long legs, supreme
in her knowing she will wait me out.
I do some writing and reply
to a friend who still misses the Ramones
every chance he gets. Joey and the boys
and Queens—I remember it well,
but the vanilla colored paint of renewal
covers the neighborhood now, bars
and clubs demolished almost overnight.
When I finish I give Death a wave
as I often do and she always waves back.
And when I meet her, one of my first
questions will be “Do you like the Ramones
too?” If that doesn’t break the ice for eternity,
nothing will, nothing will.
-tim suermondt
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SHE WHO KNOWS GREEN
by t. imel

I

t’s not a statement; something I
stand by because I think my
soul is an ocean and I want to
force seaweed on everyone I
meet. It doesn’t drip off my tongue as I
talk to part-time lovers. I’m careful with
green.
It has nothing to do with my
horoscope; nothing to do with how I
like my tea. It isn’t a long explanation. I
can’t even promise you it’s an
explanation at all.
It happens when I laugh; so hard
that sound escapes me altogether. It’s on
the dust-ridden shelves amidst the
bindings and covers of used books I’ve
never heard of. The same ones I’ll never
read, I just honestly like to feel. It feels
tapered, experienced. It’s the color of the
ribbon holding the 17-way tie of all the
songs I call my absolute favorite.
This started because I didn’t have
a favorite color. At least, I said I didn’t. I
said it changed day to day. It was a
well-enough answer; he took it. Then
again, he never really asked. Evident
enough was that I was in no shape to
pick a favorite color. No shape to keep
one. At that point in my life, I would
have churned it to a cream in my mind
and bled it black in my hands. I spared
all the colors from passing through my
teeth—my acid bite. I disconnected

myself from the entire palette. When the
topic came up, I claimed none as my
favorite.
And then it began.
Green began.
It began most evidently on the tip
of my brush, blanketing the white of the
canvas set in front of me. The landscape
of images he set to motion in my mind
that caressed me in such a way I had to
convey them aloud. It continued to
compliment the red lipstick I never
wore. In the paint chips shedding from
the skin of my car. The peel of
Summer’s watermelon I discovered he
didn’t have a taste for. The moss in my
neighbor’s pond he ran through and I
tried to swim around. My neighbor, the
bee keeper. The shades of disbelief in his
face every time I told him that.
It’s the color of my lungs
collapsing as I dance in the ballet shoes
he bought for me; knowing I was
nothing close to a dancer. It’s etched in
the topography of the foot prints
tracking the places we’ve been, the
fingerprints tracing where we have yet
to go.
It’s the color he and I see the
world as different shades of in our eyes.
The third shade that are his eyes. I can’t
promise you that’s an explanation at all.
But it's the closest I’ve come to knowing
hue.■
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by john vicary

There was a spider in
my hair. I could feel it
creeping around the edges of
my scalp and tickling my
nape, but every time I reached
for it, it disappeared. The
thought of its long legs
weaving through the strands
made me shiver. I asked you
to take it from me, but you just
blinked and went back to your
book, as if you didn't hear me. As if I didn't matter.
That was how it started.
It's still there now. It never left. At first I was more afraid to smash it against my
skull than to ignore it. I imagine the sick gush of guts as my hand squashes it, the warm
splatter of greenish yellow ichor dripping down my neck. I will my hands not to flutter
in case such an eventuality comes to pass, and I whisper your name instead. I whisper
so it won't hear. You don't turn your head, even though I know you’re listening.
It isn't the tickling that bothers me, it’s knowing that such a loathsome creature is
lurking so close. I know it’s there. It waits for me to grow content and then it moves with
a deliberation of purpose, the purpose of fear. It wants to scare me. It likes to. It is
stalking me, with its multitude of eyes and legs in abundance. It is made to terrify, and
it drags its body across my skin, under my skin, and even if I can't see it I know it is
there.
I know it is there.
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I know it is there.
It is here.
“Stop picking,” you finally say. “Can't you see what you're doing to yourself?”
“Can't you see?” I ask, but you're not listening again, and I have to find this
spider myself. I'll find it. But somehow it is nighttime and I am in bed, alone. I didn't
notice the darkness falling. Sometimes that happens and time is confused. Out of place.
I can never seem to sleep, so I lie awake and watch the shadows chase each other
on the ceiling. I can hear your voice through the wall, the one you share with Lizzie. I
know she doesn't like me—no one does—but I forgive her. She probably wants this
room for any number of things. I imagine it lined with books. It would make a good
library. Or a baby's room? No. I turn my head. No one likes babies. You wouldn't want
a baby. Who would take care of me if there was a baby? No baby no baby no baby—
“Shhh, it's gone. Put your hand down.”
I blink. We are sitting in the living room. It is daytime now, and you’re staring at
me with that look in your eyes again, the one I hate. “I know,” I say, even though I have
no idea what we’re talking about.
You sigh.
I sigh, too.
The spider is back. I can feel it behind my left ear. It bites me, but this time I don't
ask you to get it. I reach up and pull out a tuft of hair. Better to kill it than to let it kill
me. One of us has to die. I knew this was coming.
You put your hand on my arm, and I see then that my fist is already full of hair.
“Lizzie and I have been talking,” you say. “You're having … trouble again. I can
tell. You need to go back to the hospital, just for a little while. It's not your fault. You'll
feel better when you get back, you always do.”
I nod, but I can't trust you anymore. I can see that it isn't you, after all. You've
been wearing a mask all along. You are one of those foxes, one of those sly devils with
the long nose. You can't fool me; I can see the whiskers. Yes, there is some red fur
around your eyes. I keep my head down so you don't know that I'm onto you.
“I wish you understood me. You'll feel better in a little while. I know you can't
understand me now, but it's true.” You sound like you're crying, but it's just like a fox to
pretend. “We'll get your meds adjusted and this will all seem like a dream. I promise.
You won't even remember it.”
Foxes are always liars. Your teeth are sharp, I can see that. Don't you think I can
see that? I loved you so much before you turned into that fox, you know. You're talking
again. I nod and scratch at the spider. I know it's real, it's just burrowed under the skin
to where you can't see it so you think I'm making it up. I'll scratch it out. I'm not
dreaming, I'm not. Maybe you are, but this is no dream. I pull out another strand of hair
and smile so you don't think I suspect you. There is a little bit of blood under my
fingernails; maybe you won't notice. I need to dig out this bug. I think it might be under
the bone now and into my brain; I can feel it crawling around. The important thing is to
keep smiling. No one should ever trust a fox.
I am awake.■
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Even if he says he’s clean and opens his hands
to show you they’re empty, don’t believe it.
Nothing anyone could do—like a deer—an accident.
It was either hit it or go off the road, so leave it.
You think she was the praying mantis? She was victim.
Death pretended to be a leaf on bark waiting to deceive it.
Stunt finally went viral: when she hung over the bed of nails
and the rope broke, there was nobody there to retrieve it.
Stephen, why can’t you focus on something good?
I do. I grieve it.
-stephen gibson
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EMERGENCY ROOM
by g. evelyn lampart

I

am in the G Building
Emergency Room at Kings
County, a city psychiatric
hospital, and strapped into a
wheelchair. The doctor I am waiting to
see is named Solomon. Although an
ambulance brought me here, my parents
managed to arrive before me. Dr.
Solomon sees them immediately, and I
am livid. After all, they are immigrants,
and I am American born. They are short
and I am tall. My mother wears a sheitel,
a wig worn by married orthodox Jewish
women, and my father always covers
his head with a hat and a yarmulkeh
underneath. My folks look respectable,
although out of place in the secular
setting of this end-of-the-road
psychiatric facility. My hair is
disheveled and I look like the psych
patient I have become, after being cuffed
and forcibly removed from my
apartment, not like the college graduate
I am. By rights, I should see Dr.
Solomon before they do. I squirm in the
wheelchair, anxious to see Dr. Solomon
and explain everything. My parents
took out a mental hygiene warrant to
have me hospitalized, and I am
powerless. The mental health
establishment accepts their word and
issues the warrant. I need to explain that
I am not crazy.
At 36 years I have made a life for
myself, but my parents are back—and in
charge. In a manic frenzy I reported
them for the child abuse that was at the

root of my irrational behavior. I went to
my local precinct in Brooklyn, but I was
30 years too late. My parents got there
before me. The officer behind the front
desk chuckled when I told him that I
was an abused child. He remembered
my folks had asked the police to arrest
me. As I was raising havoc in the streets,
stealing cheesecake from Junior’s, and
blasting James Taylor’s You are my Only
One on a cassette player that shook my
building; my parents were tracking me
down. Neighbors called to report my
behavior, as if I were a child. My
parents located my police station the
same way they managed to find their
way to New York City from
Poland/Russia/Paris after the
Holocaust. They were the official
survivors, and I was not even a
considered a victim. I was considered a
criminal—guilty of wanting love in my
life.
“Those two short people,” the
police officer said, “they’re harmless.” It
was true that they were small and
appeared gentle. To a small and trusting
three-year-old, my father was shocking
when he slapped me across my face. I
didn’t know why. The bookcase with
glass doors, containing the holy Hebrew
books of the Torah and the Talmud,
witnessed my terror, and were of no
help to me. As if I were still that child,
and strapped into a stroller—not a
wheelchair—I wait patiently to speak
with the doctor. My face stings with
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shame and anger because I am being
ignored.
“My parents sewed up my
vagina, Dr. Solomon! Their own
daughter.” I shout so the doctor, and
everyone within earshot, will hear me. I
want to be heard. “The two people you
are talking to, Solomon, they sewed up
my vagina. Do you hear me? Dr.
Solomon? My vagina!” Although I
cannot see him, I sense his presence. I
need to be validated. The hallucinatory
voices in my head are creative. I could
never have thought up that one up on
my own. That my parents sewed my
vagina sounds plausible. I almost
believe it myself.

I

t is 1986. I flourished with the
women’s movement, and grew
beyond the dogma of orthodox
religion. I am 36 years old. In my 20s I
was free, made parties, danced, smoked
grass, and slept with men. My friends
moved onto marriage and left me and
Brooklyn behind. I also wanted a loving
partner, a boyfriend, a husband, to
make love and have a baby. My
daughter would be raised with
unconditional love, I promised myself,
with the right man. Max Singer is the
right man to father my daughter. If only
my parents, the cops, and the doctors
will leave me alone, Max will get in
touch with me. Ultimately, we will be
together. Guaranteed. With complete
and utter faith, I believe in Max Singer,
the way the Jewish people believe in the
coming of the Messiah, willing to
martyr and sacrifice themselves.
My sacrifice is getting locked up
in psych hospitals because I have an
imagination and harbor fantasies. I hear

command voices with instructions. It is
Max communicating telepathically. We
met in an occult bookstore. He became
the assistant manager, when I became
the secretary. Max was well-versed in
psychology and astrology, Kabbalah, the
Tarot, and Shakespeare.
His romantic overtures thrilled
me. But the scars of my father’s beatings
reopened and grew infected because
they had never healed. I began to panic.
In recurring nightmares, Max would
knock on the door to my apartment and
plead with me to open up and let him
in. “It’s Max,” he shouts. “Max!” he
repeats even louder. “It’s Max!”
Terrified my monsters would find their
way in and swallow me if I open the
door. I cower on my side of the door,
paralyzed.
My parents may just as well have
sewn up my vagina. I blame them for
destroying me. They are trying to help
me now, but it is useless. They are in
over their heads by calling cops and
having me locked up—working with a
mental health system that blames the
victim. I was also in over my head when
I fell in love with Max Singer. He was
out of my league. A student of Jewish
day schools for girls, all the way
through high school, I was sheltered
from men by the restrictions of
Orthodox Judaism. I was like a dolphin
out of water in the bookstore. Although
I gradually relinquished my belief in the
rules and regulations put forth by
thousands of years of patriarchs, I was
not prepared to meet Max.
I believed in the Golden Rule.
However, I did not love myself. My
father had made it possible for me to
question Judaism, and condense it to its
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essence, as his behaviors contradicted
the teachings. He also left me with
collateral damage. When I met Max, the
good Jewish man, I was as closed as a
non-kosher clam.
I went to the bookstore to work.
Max was always there. I felt secure in
his presence, but I was ashamed of
wanting him and I turned into the 15year-old yeshiva girl I used to be. I was
frigid. It was spring and I was sorry the
winter ended. Spring was a slap on my
face. With fast approaching dead-end
summer days of sensual heat, I was
consumed with a suicidal depression. I
quit the store, and Max, and with
sleeping pills, and a bottle of whiskey, I
tried to sleep forever.
A phone call from my father
woke me up. My cousin’s daughter, an
infant when I baby sat for her, was
getting married. It should have been
me. I told my father I had taken sleeping
pills; there was no one else to tell. My
first visit to a psychiatric hospital
followed.
Here I am, strapped to a
wheelchair and guarded by cops, who
cuffed my hands behind my back when
they rushed into my apartment. A
delusion that Max still loves me, six
years after I quit the store, resurfaces
when I find a notice in the Village Voice
that a play by Max Singer, the
playwright, is in production. With the
full blown mania of repression
unleashed, I scream and holler on the
streets and on the subways, throw my
nightgowns out the bathroom window,
harass my neighbors, and become “a
danger to myself, and others.”
An ambulance brings me to the
emergency room of the infamous G

Building at Kings County. With wooden
Dr. Scholl sandals on my bare feet, and a
woolen jacket draped over my
shoulders that keeps slipping off, I am
trapped. The cops give the keys to my
apartment keys to my mother.
In 2008, a woman named Esmin
Green will be found sprawled on the
floor of the G Building after waiting
over 24 hours to be admitted. She will
die. The hospital staff will falsify their
records to exonerate themselves from
blame. It will not work. The hospital
will shut down the G Building and
reopen as Building R, a new and
modern antiseptic facility for psych
patients. In 2010 I will be a licensed
clinical social worker, and make a
professional visit to Building R with my
colleagues. At the end of the workday I
will go home to my apartment in
Brooklyn, with a view of the Manhattan
skyline and the Statue of Liberty. It is
the same apartment that I was removed
from forcibly by the cops.

I

need to go to the bathroom. The cops
guarding me reluctantly take my
straps off. The window in the john is
half open from the top, and as I breathe
the stale smell of waste on my side of
the glass, a breeze of hope wafts in from
the outside. Two buses would get me
home in 40 minutes, but it will be a
month before I am released. The cops
are waiting for me with the wheelchair
when I exit drying my hands on a paper
towel. I thank them profusely for the
break, and they neglect to strap me in
again.
Dr. Solomon’s interview with my
parents is over. He finds them
responsible and well-meaning. He
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believes everything they tell him about
me: They say I have a make believe
boyfriend and that I will kill myself. Dr.
Solomon informs the emergency staff
that he doesn’t need to see me.
I had a lot riding on his name as
the wise man who would be fair judge.
Couldn’t he see my parents were willing
to cut me in half? I scream as Dr.
Solomon, a short, rotund man in a gray
suit, not patrician the way I wanted him
to be, walks past. “But they sewed up
my vagina.” My words must shock and
make clear that I am a human being. He
races past me and the other psych
patients, mumbling that he has an
appointment and ignores my cries.
“What kind of a doctor are you?” He
doesn’t turn around, rushing out of the
G Building doors. The nurses and
orderlies snicker, satisfied.
The police officers receive
instructions to leave me. Before they
take off I explain that my parents didn’t
really sew up my vagina, but they could
have, and they may as well have, and
there are parents who do. I beg them to
catch up with Dr. Solomon and tell him
the truth.
“It’s too late,” they say. Their
shift is over. “Good luck.” I don’t want
the police officers to go. They are the
last link to my life outside. I want my
life back. They were in my apartment,
they saw my artwork on the walls, they
saw my books piled high, and they saw
my table and chairs, and my
refrigerator, and my bed, and the
expanse of sky outside the windows.
The cops are witnesses that I am a fullfledged American woman.

I

am brought to the most oppressive
psychiatric facility in Brooklyn. Built
in 1837, Kings County retains the
bathtubs once used to submerge
patients in ice water until they lost
consciousness, to shock mental illness
out of their brains. Patients were
stripped naked and the hydrotherapy
treatment took six to eight hours at a
time. I know what the bathtubs hidden
behind the closed wooden doors in the
bathrooms were used for. The clang of
the iron keys used by the doctors and
staff to open and shut the massive
wooden doors is a reminder that those
days aren’t over. Strait jackets are used
to restrain difficult patients. We are
given white bed sheets instead of towels
after showering. One patient steals my
cigarettes and another grabs my eye
glasses off my face. A woman opens the
door to the toilet stall while I am peeing
and exclaims that she can finally see my
pussy. The staff stays away. This is my
concentration camp and I struggle with
my sanity to survive.

A

fter the cops leave, my parents
abandon me, too. “Go and don’t
come back!” I shout after them. I
want to call Max. I must call Max and
tell him what is happening to me, but
his number is unlisted. I call his name
instead and I chant: Max Singer is my
boyfriend, Max Singer is a playwright, Max
Singer is a Shakespearean scholar, and a
psychologist, and a hunk, and Max loves
me, and we are going to Hollywood…No
one cares. No one is listening. Now that
my supporting actors have left, I am no
longer the star attraction.
The voices inside my head speak
incessantly as I keep screaming and try
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to hold onto the filaments of my fantasy
at the same time. An orderly approaches
and wheels me into the pen, behind a
wooden gate and off to the side. The
room is dim and the light from the street
outside is soft, filtered by dirty
windows. There are no fluorescent bulbs
here glaring at me accusingly and
blaming me for being a lunatic. The
orderly hands me a tray with a soggy
white bread sandwich and a container
of juice and a container of milk. The
night before I was captured, I took out
ravioli and veal from an Italian
restaurant. The night before that it was
Thai. I had begun to take food out, and
set my table for two, with wine goblets
and lit candles. I was preparing to be
Mrs. Max Singer.
I drink the apple juice and get out
of the wheelchair. No one is paying
attention to the people in the pen. I have
been screaming Max for what seems like
hours. He will save me. The voices in
my head keep us connected. But my
delusion is threatened by the presence
of the other patients in the pen with me.
There are crusty men and forlorn
women who wait, like me, to be
admitted or sent home. Some are
nodding off and some are moaning and
some are pacing. A teenager is lying on
the floor curled in a fetal position. I
struggle to take off my winter jacket for
her to place under her head. She refuses
my offer.
I lie down on the floor and use
my jacket as a pillow. My heart sinks
into the Red Sea as I flounder with the
Egyptians who, giving chase to the
Hebrews escaping Egypt and slavery,
drown. I crash on the rocks and shatter

like glass. I understand I am in a nut
house and that I have given up my soul
for a fantasy. And I can’t just walk
away now with my epiphany. I am
locked up. Like an Egyptian, I have
gone underwater.
They are going to keep me and
bring me upstairs. They are going to
medicate me and take away my
cigarettes and matches, and feed me
more white bread, and watery coffee,
and the voices will cease. Then I will be
all alone. I will bite down on a pork
chop because I am hungry, and my
bottom front tooth will break. I will be
Jewish again. The psychiatrist assigned
to the sixth floor, Dr. Tree, will not grant
me permission to see my dentist. And I
will blast him, and my mother, when
she returns to see me, three times a
week during visiting hours.
My mother will bring me a bag of
chocolate Hershey’s Kisses, wrapped in
multi-colored aluminum foil: red, green,
and gold. At night I will unwrap each
kiss, one-by-one, and eat quickly,
without savoring the sweetness, afraid
to be caught. When the nurses make
their rounds to check that we are
sleeping and that no one has escaped, I
will pretend sleep. After they move onto
the next room, I will stir and reach again
for the bag of chocolates. Then I will
wait for sleep to come as I lie on the thin
mattress covered by a flat sheet, with a
second white sheet serving as a blanket.
I will wait to hear the voice of Max my
love, and he will be silent. The
medication will work and I will lose
hope that I will ever be loved again by
anyone, except my mother.■
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BEYZA
OZER
on the
writing
process
and the
release of
their new
chapbook
by erica tasto

THE FIRST SHORT STORY begins: “the person didn’t realize the earth was
shaking and breaking into pieces until their belongings started to shake
and fall to the ground, breaking into pieces. they still took their same position in
bed, curled up facing the now cracked wall. the sun had fallen into the lake.”
And it ends: “it was over after that, the earthquake in september in chicago. the shaking
and breaking had stopped and they lifted themself up to see the outcome. they saw all
of the damage and clutter around them and smiled.”
This is just a snapshot of the imagery pieced together in Beyza Ozer’s recently released
chapbook, the provocatively titled GOOD LUCK WITH THE MOON & STARS &
STUFF. The full story includes plastic cocktail swords, paper cuts on eyeballs, and a guy
in love with bears—but don’t let me ruin it for you.
First published in Dirty Chai’s Issue Two: Adventureland, the 19-year-old native of
Chicago’s suburbs admits their latest accomplishment (and unarguably most prominent
to date) is a work of both fiction and nonfiction—and while it focuses on heavy themes
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like identity, anxiety, and struggle, it also reveals Beyza’s own relatable desire to
discover what it truly means to be human.

“I started thinking about
“I started thinking about humanity and
humanity and people just trying
people just trying to find out what they’re
to find out what they’re
supposed to be doing with their lives—
because, you know, not everyone knows
supposed to be doing with their
what they’re supposed to be doing with
lives…”
their lives—and I thought about titles that
I could incorporate things that are not in
our control, like the solar system, and the moon, and the stars…and stuff!” says Beyza
of the chapbook’s title and ultimate underlying theme. “So I just wrote that down, and I
typed in ‘good luck’ with ‘the moon and stars and stuff,’ and it just felt right to me.”
With such striking lines—“watch me drink that whole waterfall, give me/five minutes,
i’ll drink/the whole waterfall just for you”—one of Beyza’s self-proclaimed favorites is
LET’S JUST FORGET, the third piece in the book.
“I think it is one of the stronger ones because each stanza is kind of everywhere; it’s not
trying to connect something that isn’t there,” Beyza says. “That kind of describes the
rest of the chapbook. There are obviously themes that connect everything together, but
they’re all very different poems.”
As part of their writing process, Beyza strategically uses an arsenal of vehicles to drive
those themes home: lists, repetition, and dark humor permeate the pages of GOOD
LUCK.
“I think that the way I write is very straightforward—I use a ton of imagery, obviously,
but I don’t like ‘beating around the bush’ with my poems,” says Beyza, noting that
many of the included poems were written in 2013 and 2014 but that they didn’t go back
and edit much.

“I think that the way I write
is very straightforward—I
use a ton of imagery,
obviously, but I don’t like
‘beating around the bush’
with my poems.”

“I just looked for poems that I thought
aesthetically looked good together,” Beyza
continues. “A lot of them have a similar shape, I
think, so a lot of that went into picking where
what goes and why.”

Beyza notes that they don’t particularly enjoy
long poems, and that is perhaps the reason many of those included in GOOD LUCK are
relatively short. Part of Beyza’s process when beginning a poem is to list potential
topics, as well as words they think sound good aloud and in combination.
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“That’s because of my anxiety and attention span just getting to me,” admits Beyza. “I
think lists kind of calm me a bit, and they make it easier for me to read something.”
Although each poem has its own significance, Beyza says there are a few particularly
special pieces. (A LACK OF) ORIGINAL THOUGHT helped them fit into the writing
community they wanted to be a part of: “I found that really comforting because I
thought my writing was kind of too ‘out-of-the-box,’” Beyza explains.

“Most of the derogatory
terms are things that I’ve
been called, personally.”

THE FIRST SHORT STORY brings up painful personal
memories for Beyza, who suggests that “the person” in
the narrative is, in fact, them: “Most of the derogatory
terms are things that I’ve been called, personally.”

Other poems touch on love, lust, the difference between
the two, and both internal and external struggles.
“Whenever I write something, I have to feel it,” says Beyza. They note that of all the
poems in GOOD LUCK, EVENTIDE was one of the most difficult to write. This piece
contrasts the desire to help—in particular, to help the homeless—with the reality of
those efforts.
“I remember sitting on the bus going home and I saw this woman outside of the
Target—and people are just walking past her like she doesn’t exist! It really opens your
eyes to see how the rest of society just looks at people differently,” Beyza says of the
piece. “I could be walking down the street holding my girlfriend’s hand and I could get
the same look. You know what I mean? And that’s just every oppressed group—that’s
what they have to face.”
As a cohesive unit, GOOD LUCK is an intimate notebook of a hungry soul searching for
answers to some of the most basic yet complicated questions we all face—but whether
or not you rush out and read it (editor’s note: I highly
recommend), Beyza has something to say to anyone
“..if people feel like their
battling these universal conflicts.

writing isn’t good
enough or that no one
will want to publish it, I
think that’s bullshit..”

“At whatever time they’re struggling with something, I
think it’s important for them to realize that you can’t
lose as much as you can gain. In a few of the stories, I
explain the process of ‘not having something, but
wanting it,’ and I think that going for it is the most
important thing you can end up doing—because you never know where you’ll end up
or what you’ll end up with,” says Beyza. “I honestly would not have expected to have
this thing in my hands if I didn’t have confidence and faith in myself. So if people feel
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like their writing isn’t good enough or that no one will want to publish it, I think that’s
bullshit—because you haven’t met everyone on this earth who has a book press.”
From one poet to the rest of us in the literary world, that’s some pretty solid advice.■

Check out the chapbook, GOOD LUCK WITH THE MOON & STARS & STUFF,
published via Bottlecap Press, at bottlecap-press.myshopify.com.

You can find Beyza online via Twitter @TheRealEmoDad
and on tumblr: wonderpunch.tumblr.com
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DOGS
He owed me a shit-load of money
for the dope
but would not pay
so
one day I climbed the hill
across the street from his house
and lay in the grass
waiting
until the fuck came out
and then rested the stock
of my thirty-ought-six
on my shoulder
and cited the cross-hairs
and shot
the dog
and that guy
you should have seen him
run—
like a jackrabbit—
and afterward
he started to cough up
a few bucks
and I was glad
though
I did feel bad
for that dog.
-wayne f burke
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by guinotte wise

The line shack was essentially his
in 1984; old man Hawthorne told
him so. Harold Lujack had a place to call
his own, finally. The Hawthorne place, the
Circle H, was owned by fifth generation
ranch people and run pretty much as it
had been in 1918 by Tom Hawthorne.
Section after section of rich west Nebraska
land that you could ride for ten miles
before you had to open a gate. Then another ten. It never stopped until the Wyoming
line, marveled Harold.
Harold was a good hand, and had earned his spot on the Circle H. Now he felt
settled at fifty-seven. He had health insurance, a place to live, a good horse and a
remuda string of backups. What more could a cowhand want. The shelves were full of
old pulp westerns and science fiction books from the 1940's and he'd read them all once,
some twice.
Harold's robot stood in the corner of the shack. He'd won it in a card game at a
truck stop in Grand Island when the old man who'd lost the hand emptied his pockets
and was eighty bucks short. Lucky for him Harold liked robots. And this wasn't some
cheap Toys-R-Us robot. It looked like the ones in his Buck Rogers books.
Robot was the main decoration in the plain chinked-log shack, the only other
being a faded girlie wall calendar from the forties. Harold held conversations with both.
Cabin fever came on suddenly this Nebraska winter, the coldest winter in twenty
years, and he'd been socked in, running low on everything including books, booze and
firewood. Out of hay, he turned the horses loose to find their way back to the Circle H,
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and he turned in, the last thing on his mind before sleep, the summers of his youth.
Some trick of the atmosphere had gotten the robot running, whirring, at night.
Midnight was pitch black until the robot started moving a little on the hardwood floor,
ran into a deer hide throw, and started turning in place, casting a weird red light beam
around and around.
Harold awoke, covers up around his nose, "What th...what are you supposed to
be, a fuckin' lighthouse?"
"Well, if it ain't Ned the cowboy," the thing answered in a voice unused to
talking, scratchy, fragile.
"Don't call me that, dammitt to hail. I'm a buckaroo. Harold Lujack. By gol, I'll
come over there and short your circuits..."
"Bring it, Fuckaroo," the voice gaining strength, resonance.
"What! What was that?!"
"Buckaroo, I said. Bring a bag lunch and a John Deere tractor, you gone fuck with
me."
Harold kicked the striped Hudson's Bay wool blankets off, put his feet on the
cold floor, and grabbed his gunbelt from the bedpost, strapped it on over his long johns.
He pulled his boots on, all the while watching the robot with wary slit eyes, his lower
jaw thrust out in defiance.
"True grit," said the robot. A taunt, it seemed to Harold. Then it scooted about on
the wood floor, whirling wildly, singing a Men Without Hats song about dancing if you
wanted to.
"That's the limit," said Harold, as he drew the big hogleg .44, and fanned off five
shots in the robot's direction. One of the slugs ricocheted off the robot's steel tummy
and whizzed into Lujack's forehead. He heard it coming but couldn't duck in time.
Sounded like a hornet. Felt like a hammer.
"That's gonna smell some come springtime. Good thing I don't get all olfactory,"
said Robot. He motored over to Lujack. "I see by your outfit, that you are a cowboy."
Then he laughed so hard he blew a fuse.
In spring, they found Lujack's bones, a neat hole in the middle of his skull, and
his shelf full of old science fiction books.
"Looks like he couldn't take it. Shot the place up, then turned the gun on hisself,"
said Hawthorne's foreman.
"Lookit all these robot books, will you? Just sci-fi and beef jerky and booze would
make anyone crazy, all shut up like this," Hawthorne said. "Air this place out for a
couple days. Whooo-eee. And get rid of this thing." He jerked a thumb at the robot.■
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(Variations on a theme by Addonizio)
“You are a list of ingredients without a recipe,”
writes the poet.
It’s just one line, one ingredient,
in one poem, in a little red book
with Lucifer in the title.
But it describes you, as well as me.
That is, we’re two lists
of ingredients without recipes.
So I’m giving you a copy of her other book,
Ordinary Genius,
just to cheer you up.
Hell, it better cheer you up;
I had her sign it for you.
Why? Because you have so many
awesome ingredients. And you
really are an ordinary genius.
-gary singh
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Dear MORTGAGE HOLDER
This notice is to remind
you
that your payment in
the amount of $1,492
is
PAST DUE.
Please be advised
that we received
a $20 Billion bailout
in 2009, and that we have
squirreled away
$17 Billion in
offshore tax havens
and that a
$100 LATE FEE
has been ascribed to your
account. Furthermore you
are reminded
that we reserve the right
to initiate
FORECLOSURE PROCEEDINGS
in the event of ongoing
delinquency and
our CEO earns
$14 Million per annum,
mostly in stock grants.
Sincerely,
BANK OF AMERICA
-luke normsy
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LITTLE
GIRL
LOST
by roland goity

Emma Waters
was in her room
at the end of the
hall, door closed,
punished for
talking back
during dinner. She
was writing down
her thoughts on how
mean her parents
had become when
she heard the
terrifying ka-boom, an explosion louder than nearby thunder. Emma flung closed her
diary, jumped off her bed and raced into the living room.
Her mother was on the phone with the 9-1-1 operator and her father was trying to
calm their Scottish Terrier Manley who yipped in an ear-piercing pitch at the front door.
Moments later the door seemed to magically open, and the crisp chill of the autumn
night roared inside. Standing there was a waif of a girl, maybe four years old and barely
a yard tall. The scent of smoke began wafting inside and seen over the girl’s shoulder
were the far-off flames from the run-down two-story at the end of their long and
winding road. The home belonged to a family with an Irish name whom the Waters had
never met.
They quickly brought the girl inside. She wore a long print dress that was now
tattered, her face and arms were blotched in soot and dirt. She appeared to have walked
out of a coal mine as much as a burning home. Compassion and calm was what was
needed, even though outside the night air began to choke in smoke and a neighbor’s
house glowed like radium. But while her parents moved haphazardly in confusion and
shouted nonsensical commands, Emma showed no signs of panic. She strode calmly
over, knelt down, opened her arms, and the girl rushed in. Emma’s thick, flowing
chestnut hair engulfed the girl so completely she appeared to vanish.
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What happened? Mr. Waters
asked the young thing, as if she
In her diary, Emma would describe how
would somehow be able to answer.
the telephoning police officer, a bulky
What’s your name, sweetie?
black man with spots of gray in his hair
Mrs. Waters said.
and a jaw like an ironing board, kept
Shhh, Emma insisted of her
stealing glances at the girl and then
parents. Everything’s going to be
would shake his head. She would write
all right, she lied to their surprise
how his look made her so upset she
visitor.
wanted to scream.
Emma’s parents motioned for
their daughter to stay put and
wandered outside once the police
squads, ambulances, and fire crews arrived. Their instruction was unnecessary; Emma
had no intention other than comforting the child who trembled in her arms like a
frightened kitten. Manley was bouncing up and down in excitement, and Emma gave
him a bully stick chew toy she found under the couch. He tempered down quickly. The
girl, whose slick hair Emma gently gathered into a shiny yellow scrunchie she pulled
from her pocket, also began to breathe more easily
The elder Waters didn’t linger long outside; eventually, an officer ordered them
back into their home. Before doing so, however, Mrs. Waters explained about the girl.
Minutes later a member of the force was in their living room, making a call to Child
Protective Services.
In her diary, Emma would describe how the telephoning police officer, a bulky
black man with spots of gray in his hair and a jaw like an ironing board, kept stealing
glances at the girl and then would shake his head. She would write how his look made
her so upset she wanted to scream. Still, she remained composed as the man padded his
way in and out of their home until the social workers arrived.
The girl’s eyes welled and her skittishness grew. Although Emma never knew the
child even existed until an hour before, Emma felt as if she were giving up something
surprisingly close to her heart, like her own newborn up for adoption. Is she going to be
okay? Emma said as the social workers—a plump and pretty Latina with her hair in a
bun, and an unshaven young man who looked like a wannabe indie rocker—began to
usher the girl from the home, Mr. and Mrs. Waters alongside their path to the front
door.
Both the man and the woman turned their heads halfway back over their shoulders.
The man thought better of answering, but the woman raised her eyes toward the
ceiling, and said, God willing. Soon they’d passed through the doorway and were at the
curb, the girl never looking back, her sobs no longer heard.
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By the next day it was widely reported that the girl’s entire family—her father,
mother, two brothers, and sister—had been killed. Emma’s parents sat with comatose
expressions on their face as they watched
themselves on TV, interviewed earlier in the day’s
wee hours before sunlight took hold. Emma was
By the next day it was
devastated. She kept flashing back to the moment
the girl left her arms. There was a glazed, terrified
widely reported that the
look in her eyes; she was the most vulnerable
girl’s entire family—her
living thing Emma had ever seen. The task of
father, mother, two
putting such thoughts in the pages of her diary
brothers, and sister—had
was the only thing that kept Emma breathing.
been killed.
As the hours passed, the journalists and their
questions morphed into detectives with theirs.
They even asked to speak to Emma privately,
where time and again they asked if the girl had behaved in such a way or said
anything—anything—that might prove useful. Emma couldn’t think of a single thing to
tell them.
Then, a day later, Emma learned the horrifying truth. She’d been helping her father
pile fallen leaves in their orchard. When it came time to set aside their rakes and take a
lemonade break, Mr. Waters asked her to sit down with him on the porch swing,
adding: There’s something I should tell you…
He explained that, while it hadn’t yet been reported, detectives told him that the
coroner had found gunshot wounds in every single member of the family, McGahey
was their name. The girl, it seems, must have been outside when this all happened. It’s
so sad, Emma, her father said. They say the girl’s father done it. He put one right
through his own temple once he torched the place. The fire came first, then the blast.
Soon it will be all over the news.
Nervous, speechless, and suddenly thirstier than ever before, Emma drained her
iced lemonade and poured herself another as her father talked abstractly about this
crazy world, and how things happen that only the Lord understands. He’d pause and sigh,
and leave space between the phrases, giving Emma ample chances to speak. Yet she
remained silent. Once she finished her glass, Mr. Waters slapped his hands on the knees
of his jeans overalls and rose from his seat, slightly rocking the porch swing. Ready to
get back to work?
But now Emma was ready to pose the question that had been pinballing inside her
brain. Was the girl spared? Did he let her go?
Her father bit down his lip and gave a slight shrug. It’s possible, he said. Or she
may have been lucky.
She was just lucky, Emma wrote that night in her diary, forever to wonder whether
it was good luck or bad.■
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August is dust here. Drought
stuns the road,
but juice gathers in the berries.
Robert Hass
Columbine spur of the spirit
cluster of blue doves inverted,
the iris a labia that
veils the virgin
In God's place
a shroud, his spokenness (and his silence).
Some fruit—
To peel, split skin,
the apple’s peach,
razed from the branch,
while dusk, a patinaed plum, drops,
a berry spills liquor,
But more likely the pomegranate
studded.
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To dust and soft sand,
Come spit or breath or sound
a guttural elegance to
nothingness
Come serpent-- a maiden
Eve’s altered ego
The passive Eve watches her summer
disappear in murder
fruit still in her one hand,

Then dust (re)-became dust
Columbine and iris withered (or rather, God withered)
fruit became fruit
and only that

Murder begotten by jealousy
First serpent for maker,
then Eve for God,
then Cain for Abel,
some power (was it love?)
slipped away in Eden
A body turned inward away from breath
a bite from vision (God's)
and because it bled (the fruit)
a seed (abstract)
carried by breath (concretizing)
and word (dwelling)
lodged between the way of Eden
and the way of Heaven
so slightly impeding Eve’s tongue
-mary marie dixon
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GHOST
by matthew o’leary

I want to reach out and touch you.
I want to feel like I’ve been wrong all these years.
I want to believe in fluffy clouds, and pearly gates, and the man with the counter in his
hand, clocking the souls one by one, divinely gifted with the power to know who
deserves salvation.
But I don’t. I don’t believe in these things.
His parents are gone. Your parents are gone. And soon, you’ll be gone.
And in those moments immediately afterward, I’ll lie to myself and say I believe in
ghosts. The hairs rising on the back of my neck are responding to the 21 grams of
energy surrounding me. I want to be haunted. I want to feel your presence for another
20 years, even if it means you’ll see things you never wanted to see. I’ve given myself
over to sinfulness, and perhaps I’ve thrown away any chance I have at salvation.
But I still want you to stay.
I’ll buy a house too big for me to properly maintain, and I’ll leave one room alone, filled
with your possessions. They’ll gather dust and cobwebs, and all of my friends will say:
“Aren’t you going to clean that room?”
And I’ll say:
“I can’t. It’s haunted. The ghost wouldn’t want me to.”
And whether or not you care about your furniture, you’d stay.
But you’re not really there. You were gone long before the house, to a time my friends
barely remember, when certain combinations of words made me bite my lip and look
away. That pull inside, that dull ache that made me want to apologize for things I
hadn’t done, that’s where you really were.
I’m sorry, ghost. I’m sorry I don’t believe in you. I wish I did.■
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YOU WERE NOT BORN, BUT
FERMENTED
by andrea fitzgerald

What you remember most about ages 6 to 14 is the barhopping. The
cheap popcorn and cheaper beer. Leering old men. Thinking you too were cheap. Your
mother, the driver of hard-to-survive car rides. The passenger seat a shadow of six
different men that bought her glasses of wine: all the same. Drunk up quick. It was rude
not to finish a glass (maternal advice). Your mother took this time to deliver rehearsed
tragic monologues that were not to your taste. You, a comic heroine miscast in tragedy,
had no patience for teary-eyed, slurred speech.
At 15, you snuck down to the basement with your first bottle of wine. Dark and
alone except for Merlot in lap. No, Pinot Grigio. Red... pink? No matter, they’ve all
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blurred together (get it?). You were never much of a sipper. Preferred life in gulps. (A
good epitaph, wouldn’t you say, for you both?). The aftermath: vomit everywhere,
streaks of blurred black, drool on the bathroom floor (shall I go on?). None of it enough
to deter a quickly acquired taste. Perhaps you had been born of wine and not of blood.
At 16, school was more of a hobby; the drinking a full-time occupation. But who
could have guessed? Your breath smelled always of vanilla mint (inherited advice from
someone now wise and dead). Alcohol supply proved no problem with a generous 21year-old boyfriend. Your virginity proved a bigger one, but that too was taken care of
with much wine. Generosity after all should be reciprocal (again Mother?).
At 17, you were a pitiful excuse for an adolescent. Broken down and… drunk.
At 18, college renewed you. You found fellow addicts. Support groups were
created. Wine and vodka as refreshments, you were constantly pleased with the
turnout.
At 19, God was cheap wine and religion got the middle finger. Well-versed in
rituals that included drinking from communal containers of wine, puking until you felt
baptized good as new (round two?), and resurrecting in beds unknown, you thought
this was what it meant to be young (wrong).
From 20 to 22, excessive drinking continued to be a charge dismissed as “cute.”
Pretty and brooding on bar stools, you were taken to bed often by pretty men (married).
At 23, in a bar that––if you had any manners––you would have paid rent to, a
boy with piercing eyes lit up while talking about how his mom baked cinnamon banana
bread (his favorite) and called every Sunday to talk about his day (and did he eat
breakfast?). Only then did you realize that you had no childhood and were glad. You
were damaged and unique and fiction-bred and this, your mother gave you.
13 years passed; you neither could nor care to recall what happened.
At 36, buzzed and much too old, you take a beautiful boy home and cheers to
Mother’s birthday. In between gulps, you let it slip that you are the exact age she was
when she died (and finish the rest of the wine for this mistake). Later, you let him kiss
your face over and over, and maybe yes, you kiss him back because your mother is
dead and something about the way he lingers over the syllables of your name reminds
you of love, of someone holding onto you (but armor is heavy to hold). Once he’s done,
he pulls the blanket up to your chin and kisses your forehead. His breath smells of
vanilla mint and it moves you.
As you turn towards his shadow, your mother too turns over in her grave and
smiles at the door shutting. You smile back and cheers to love. Drink to “so long” and
longing and your birthright.
Loneliness is your birthright. This, you remember your mother saying well.■
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SIGHT OF EVER RECOVER
after Bjork & Emily Kendal Frey
What lake are you
I am a constant nearness
to water
A fear which never
began its departure is still
a fear
A heart so big they call it
Dark
But not you
your unsliced & winking
capacity
I think about thinking
about abandoning doors
& you answer
Layer by layer
until just another surface
Dark
& tendered
-dalton day
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BENEATH
THE HUM
by katie johansen

They told us she didn’t
have long, that all we
could do was say our
goodbyes. My chest
constricted as I looked at her,
so frail, so vulnerable, lying
in that bed. Something inside
me broke; she frightened me,
and my fear made me
ashamed. How could I be
afraid of someone I had
known and loved, someone
who had loved me so well?
She was death staring me in
the face, her closed eyes
ringed with shadows. The blip of the monitor, the hum of the machines, and the endless
hush of denial stretched the moments into years and I grew old before I even crossed
the room. I touched her hand and was repulsed by the feel of her dead skin, which only
heightened my shame. A swell of panic rushed through me, and my heart threw itself
against my ribs. The room swam; my tears formed pools on the linoleum and gleamed
under the harsh lighting. I clutched the metal bed frame, choking and wailing, but my
grief refused to swallow my fear. I was pulled from the room unceremoniously, held
from behind, my arms pinned at my sides. The door closed, and she crawled behind my
eyes before my lids could slam shut against her; she squatted in a shadowed back
corner of my mind with all the other terrors, bringing my skin to tingling with each
memory.■
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by katie johansen

I.

Love is not certain.
A.

B.

For some, there is the moment when they just know.
1.
They know they love someone, and they know they
want to spend the rest of their life with that person.
2.
That’s not so for everyone.
For some, there is a moment of clarity, when they decide they
love someone, but it is followed by uncertainty.
1.
They second guess themselves, and from then on, they
doubt.
2.
They are never sure again whether what they feel is
love.
3.
They never make the conscious decision not to doubt.
a. What do they think love is supposed to be?
i. Though many believe they know what love is,
can anyone really be sure?
ii. Is love the same thing to everyone?
b. Uncertainty is one of the most certain parts of life.
i. Everyone is uncertain of the future, of what may
happen.
ii. Everyone has reason to be.
aa. When one lets this uncertainty cloud their
judgment or hold them back from making
decisions, what can be done?
bb. If one is always afraid of the responsibility
they must take for the eventual outcome of
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cc.

II.

any decision, how can they ever make even
the simplest one?
(1) What to eat for dinner becomes a
decision as difficult as where to live
for the rest of their life or what career
path they should choose.
(2) Even the simplest decision, whether
to turn left or right at an intersection,
could be the difference between life
and death.
How can one person contain all of the
responsibility for every decision ever
made, when each and every one holds so
much weight?
(1) This creates a conundrum for the
person who loves this person,
because the lover may not have such
a difficult time with decisions, may
feel more certain, which may make
the lovee feel, because they are
uncertain, that they are doing it
wrong.
(2) How to convince such a person their
love is perfectly adequate or even
more so?
(3) The more you tell them you love
them, the more they feel that they are
unable to love you back.

Love is not static.
A. Love changes constantly.
B. It has to; by virtue of the fact that people and the world are
always changing.
1.
If the person you love changed but your love stayed the
same, would you really love them?
2.
Would you only love the version of them they were
when you began loving them?
a.
When love changes, does it sometimes feel like it
might not be love anymore?
b. Does this lead to the uncertainty?
i. It seems this must be so, because if your
feelings for someone are different today than
they were yesterday, how can you be sure
they hold the same weight? The magnitude of
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your feelings may be less today, but may
regain strength tomorrow.
ii. If you are constantly changing, and the person
you love is constantly changing, and the
world you both live in is constantly changing,
does it not make sense that in order to remain,
your love must also constantly change?
III. Love is not a system of checks and balances.
A. There is no reason for anyone to believe they are incapable of
loving another person simply because the way they love is
different.
B. What one person gives in a relationship the other person is
not required to return in kind.
1.
Each person gives what they can, what they have
available to them, and the other graciously accepts it.
2.
Is there an expectation that love given in a certain way
must be returned in just that way?
3.
If one person cooks, does the other need to return the
love with food?
a. It seems more appropriate that they return the love
with some other gesture that also expresses love.
b. Something they are able and willing to give.
i. Three gifts from a partner do not require three
gifts in exchange.
ii. One gift that shows thought and caring can
easily outweigh the three gifts given.
aa. In which case, does the giver of the three
gifts now actually owe the giver of the
one amazing gift another gift?
bb. Does the giver of the one gift owe the
giver of the three gifts another gift to
make up for the sheer number of gifts?
(1) No. Because in love, everything
evens out. What one can give is
what the other agrees to receive. As
long as both parties understand that
love is the gift that is actually being
given, no matter the shape it may
take.
(a) Food can be love.
(b) Dinner bought so you don’t
have to cook when you’re
upset can be love.
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(c)

(2)

(3)

Scalp massages and water
when you have a migraine can
be love.
If one person is constantly keeping
tabs on what has been given or
received, there will always be a
deficit on one side or the other.
(a) One may feel they aren’t
giving enough to a lover who
believes they are being given
the world.
(i) And if this is the case,
should the one who
“gives more” feel guilty
about what they’re
giving?
(ii) Should they feel like
they should give less?
(aa)
Especially
if
they never ask
for more?
(bb)
If the deficit is
only in the
other person’s
head?
It seems that as long as both know
what the other needs and try to give
it to them, they are still on even
ground, and the deficit has been
erased.
(a)
But how do you explain to
someone who thinks they
don’t give enough that
they’re actually giving you
everything
you
could
possibly ask for and more?
(b)
If they firmly believe they
owe something, can they
ever
be
convinced
otherwise?■
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BACK TO SCHOOL
This curriculum is my palladium. I am convinced
as the tramcar that we’re in surpasses
the line of scrimmage…that there could be
no other way around or out
of these circumstances
that cast us off the curbstone toward doors
not counting the scrambling up steps as the future
becomes the crystalized past. But the fusilier
and the grenadier are one in the same
in the middle of our scary dreams
bristling in a vortex, vaccinated syndromes
in accordance with a fluidity
moving forward carried by the tide of time:
Everything in an orderly sequence
from start to finish, slid left to right
on an abacus. Breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
To be inculcated constantly. That is the way
of the humble student. He or she has to be
complacent and willing to learn everything
from alpha to omega. But the storage
of knowledge starts out of nowhere
and has no ending. It is a balloon
that keeps swelling and swelling until it pops
like the cranium, and the shredded remnants
fall all over the sofa.
-camillo dimaria
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MRS. FINCH’S NEIGHBOR
by c.w. bigelow

With her head spinning, the room whirling round and round, Leigh
hobbled from her bed, the creak of bones dueling with the cracks of the
warped hardwood floors. Her view of the bedroom furnishings chattered like an
old filmstrip as she stepped hesitantly from bedside table to the tall dresser and paused
to catch her breath. The acidy remains of vodka gurgled in her stomach. It was
Tommy’s fault and she couldn’t wait to share the nausea. She wasn’t footing the bill to
sit home each night.
From the window she watched a woman she didn’t recognize approach the
house next door. Her brown, shoulder length straight hair was brilliant in the sun.
Wearing a mid-length tweed skirt and a brown leather jacket, she reminded her of
someone but couldn’t concentrate long enough to recall. A crew of men in green
uniforms unloaded furniture from a large moving van parked in the street. When did
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the Andersons move? Did they? The furniture was being moved in, not out, so they
must have. It was an event she should have recalled.
With baby steps, teetering and woozy, she made her way to the edge of the
staircase on the second floor. A flash of heat
punched her in the bloated gut which set free a
scalding river through her body. Doubling over in
Paralysis was caused
pain, she clutched the banister at the top of the
by external and
steps for support. The steep staircase twisted like a
internal affectations
roller coaster, dipping and rising, making her
disguised in many
terrified to take the ride.
costumes. It was a
Back muscles cinched in spasm, gripping her
gorilla on her stooped
ribcage as though they were attacking themselves.
shoulders – her
A backrub was needed. In fact, backrubs were one
hangover gorilla,
of Tommy’s many talents. What great hands,
kneading this way and that, but that was long ago.
which is why she spent
There was no touching any longer. Why would
as little time as
there be? She didn’t even like the feel of herself.
possible sober.
Focusing on the narrow staircase was a
challenge. Fifteen of them, she knew, but even two
posed a threat. Paralysis was caused by external
and internal affectations disguised in many costumes. It was a gorilla on her stooped
shoulders – her hangover gorilla, which is why she spent as little time as possible sober.
A draft from the third floor engulfed her in chills, but didn’t last long enough to
provide relief from the hot flash.
“Tommy!” The name rattled around the stairwell like a marble in a metal box.
She made a note not to do that again. The top stair met her bony buttocks like the
pointed toe of a boot. It felt like a bruised peach, or would’ve a number of years ago,
but peaches don’t have the sharp edges of protruding bones. A ragged terrycloth robe
fell open from her naked body like worn drapes from a foggy, dirty window. The view
wasn’t appetizing, and thankfully, he wasn’t there to witness it.
Knees were sharp as knives and the skin on her tight, skinny calves was the
shade of mustard. She couldn’t see her crotch because her bloated gut, which looked
like a basketball, smothered it as it balanced between spread eagle beanpole thighs.
Scratching her head released prickly cowlicks. “And who is your hairdresser? I
love the salt and pepper sheen. Oh, that’s oil? Lovely!”
“Yes Dear? What are you mumbling about?”
His voice was a finely tuned instrument, alto sax.
“Just caring on a conversation with myself.”
“Janie, you’ve looked better.” His understatement was delivered with a shake of
his pretty head from the bottom of the stairs.
Even that was soothing. What did they say about dogs? It’s the tone, not the
words to which they react.
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They were beauty and the beast at opposite ends of a kaleidoscope. She
slammed her knees together and winced as her bony knees cracked. His bright smile
jumped off perfect pearly whites. (At least she didn’t pay for those.) It hid under his
bushy blonde moustache until he needed it; able to spring it on her like a sunrise,
making her putty in his hands. It was a deadly weapon. A weapon he used on all
women like a lion lying in wait until ready to pounce. Still fit as a twenty year old, the
crisp white button down Oxford stretched seductively over his muscular chest. She
sent all his shirts to the laundry. The red polka dot tie was perfect contrast to the gray
Harris Tweed jacket she gave him for his last birthday. It was obvious he was on his
way out. His shiny loafers perched on the stairs, elbow bent on perfectly pressed gray
flannels that covered his bent knee. What a sight! His musk flowed up the stairwell and
sent her into another chill, but that time it was a positive diversion from the ghastly
hangover and sparked excitement, even if it was fleeting.
He was twenty-five years her junior, though many would say, “Is that all?”
Ice clinking against glass echoed painfully off the walls of her skull, yet
somehow, something within perked up. Saliva ran over her swollen tongue as vodka
slugged onto the ice before the smooth flow of tomato juice. The swirl of liquids
mating! A symphony she lived for! She was perched on the edge of drool.
Scaling two stairs at a time, he was in front of her in a flash. His smile melted
her. The titillating combination of musk and fresh breath perked her up.
“Darling, you really should bathe.”
She rolled her bloodshot eyes, as much as it pained her. “I knew you were smart,
but such perception really deserves some sort of award.”
He ignored her, as he had become so adept at doing, his focus on the next stop of
the day, wherever that may be.
They held their glasses high. Hers quivered.
“To another day,” he toasted.
“The hair of the dog,” she mumbled before gulping thirstily. Relief! The pain
disappeared almost immediately and the thirst for another gulp already showed up on
the doorstep of her tongue.
He frowned. “I certainly hope I won’t have to deal with hangovers of such
proportion when I’m your age.”
“Maybe you’ll be dead by then,” she smirked casually.
“Sweetheart, you don’t mean that.”
She’ll be dead by then. Why shouldn’t he? Fair was fair.
He pulled a handkerchief from his inside coat pocket and dabbed the tomato
juice from his moustache. Wasn’t he proper? He pulled her to her feet, oblivious to the
rattling of her brain and smiled at her. She knew how awful she must smell. Yet, he
was good and didn’t bring it up again. “To the patio. It’s a lovely autumn day. There
won’t be too many more like it.”
Yes, get her out of that confined space; let the air sweep the stench off her
decaying body.
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“I hope not. A body can only take so much abuse.” She sneered at him, but he
missed it. He was too concerned with the staircase. Holding her arm with a viselike
grip, that would raise a deep, dark bruise. Each step was an adventure. She almost
didn’t make the second one. Her ankle twisted and the burning sensation shot up her
calf. He could just shove her, but he wasn’t in her will. She was only good to him alive.
He propped her against the end of the banister as though she was a vacuum
cleaner. (Old bag!) He made two more Bloody Marys.
It could be worse. He might not have been there at all.
The walk down the hall, past the light blasting through the glass of her front
door, was tenuous at best. Step. Stop. Step. Stop. Stomach growled and she wondered if
it was demanding more or complaining about what she just put in there. She didn’t
always receive the correct signals.
The kitchen was a disaster, an affront to each of her senses. Dirty pots and pans
stacked like deformed statues on the cramped greasy counter. She couldn’t remember
the last time they were washed. She couldn’t even remember the last time she ate.
“You could pitch in and clean this slop house!” Her voice was firm.
It was an old kitchen, vintage pre-WWI. How pre, she wasn’t sure, but she’d
always hated it. Eating out was always much more appealing. It actually smelled, a
tainted mixture of mold and rotting fruit. Weeks of
newspapers crammed the backdoor. She hadn’t read
one in weeks.
Her body responded
“Right again,” he chuckled. “You are always
well to the warm air.
right.” He also reacted to tone.
Or was it responding to
He opened the door for her and made certain she
the vodka? The pores
didn’t trip and fall on her head as he helped guide her
of her skin opened,
down the stoop.
thirsty for the Vitamin
“I learn so much from you,” he continued, his
D, and sweat began to
tone condescending.
pour out of them like
The sun was blinding and she reeled into a spin,
acid rain.
the blue sky, then the grass swirling like a top, but he
managed to keep her upright until she fell into the
chaise lounge chair, almost springing off it as the
slamming screen door startled her.
“Maybe one day I’ll think like you.”
“It has been five years.”
“Some things take longer than others. I guess I’m nothing but a forty year old
baby.”
“And you love being one.” He worked very hard at it.
Her body responded well to the warm air. Or was it responding to the vodka?
The pores of her skin opened, thirsty for the Vitamin D, and sweat began to pour out of
them like acid rain.
“But I am charming,” he said, smirking as he sat in a wrought iron chair next to
her.
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“Like a snake. A snake charmer.” Slippery and beguiling.
It was early November and the red brick patio was strewn with a boisterous
palette of dried leaves. The air was fresh, with a hint of smoke from burning leaf piles
in the gutters along her street. The small patch of lawn was ragged, badly in need of a
final mowing before snowfall. She tried to ignore it but the long grass blades kept
drawing her attention. The sight of one stubborn leaf clinging to an otherwise bare
hedge made her smile.
“What a day!” he cried, stretching out in his chair, clasping his hands behind his
head. He gazed down the line of yards behind the apartments. Most were neat and
tidy. “Remember my visits here when I was a boy?”
“God!” His mother, dead seven years, was her best friend. She was a great lady.
“You were a holy terror! The only thing your mother ever did wrong in her lifetime
was spoil you rotten.”
He pouted. “My mother was wonderful.”
“I agree. You were the terror, but she let you get away with it.”
He didn’t like criticism, refused to take it, no matter how helpful, and usually
turned and attacked. Instead, he quickly changed the subject. “Remember Mrs. Finch?”
He knew she wouldn’t go back to the original conversation at the mention of that
woman.
“The whore?”
“Now. Now. Let’s not be so strong.”
“She was.”
“Just because she flaunted her naked body at me through that window over
there?” He pointed to the house behind them.
“Like she did with every man in town, including my husband. She sat around
naked all day long waiting for men to walk by.”
“I never saw her with a stitch of clothing. But you have to admit she had a great
body! Though I wouldn’t go as far as to call her a whore.”
He was getting back at her for calling him a terror. Jealousy was another of her
distasteful traits and he loved using it to his advantage. Her husband died at Mrs.
Finch’s. She received a phone call from her one afternoon, babbling as if they were best
friends before getting to the point. “Billy is dead, I’m afraid.”
Her first reaction was one of territorial ownership. “And how would you
know?” she asked, covering the mouthpiece and yelling, “Billy. Where are you?”
Billy also liked to make her jealous by sitting on the patio watching Mrs. Finch
parade back and forth in front of the window.
“She’s the only woman I’ve ever seen with boobs that can compete with yours,”
he chided. At that point, she hadn’t realized he had gotten to know those boobs
intimately.
Those were the days when her boobs were large and firm. They’d grown into
lazy pets, always napping on her stomach.
Mrs. Finch continued in a steady tone, as if death was a normal occurrence at her
house. “I heard him yell out, ‘I’ll be right there! They were his last words - followed by
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the high-pressured stream of his urine in the toilet and the explosion caused by his head
careening off the edge of the sink. In that exact order.
“‘Billy, are you all right?’ I called from my bed. Naked and waiting, I called
again. The echo of that gruesome sound violated the silence. It will take me a long time
to get that out of my head,” she continued.
Leigh fell into a heap on the floor, gasping for air, grasping her tight chest,
suddenly thinking they might go together. He at Mrs. Finch’s, her strangled by her own
ignorance.
“He’s naked on the ceramic floor. His head is bent at an abnormal angle, blood
streaming into a dark puddle from his temple. The ambulance is, oh listen, do you hear
the sirens?”
The doctors claimed he was gone before he hit the sink, a bomb of a heart attack.
Tommy finally noticed her empty glass.
“How thoughtless.” Trying to sneak back into her good graces. The both knew
she was angry. His strategy was to disarm.
“No. I don’t want one.”
She didn’t know who was more shocked. He froze in his tracks, arm extended in
mid-air. He blinked once, then again. His brow crinkled as he nervously checked his
watch. She bought him that too. It had been years since he’d dealt with her in any state
of sobriety, and it frightened him. “It’s late. I’ve got bridge at the Cricket Club.”
“Tell me something,” she asked. “When did the Andersons move?”
“Jack moved in August after Minnie died.”
Her expression gave away her surprise. Three months ago!
“You were at the funeral, dear. We attended together.” Glancing at his watch
again, he sighed, “I’m late.”
“Do you know who’s moving in?”
He hesitated, peering at his empty glass, then at his watch. “No. And I’m really
late. I’ve got to run.” The look of guilt was like a tattoo on his face and she suddenly
recalled who the new lady next door was.
After he left she hobbled to the window and watched him motioning commands
to the green-uniformed movers, before turning to greet the tailored lady with a big hug
and long kiss.
Tommy was the one who found Mrs. Finch. She lay naked on the kitchen floor.
He moved into Leigh’s house that night
Placing hand over hand along the wall to keep her balance, she limped to the
front door. It screeched as she pushed it open and leaned outside, the autumn sun
catching the oily sheen of her tangled locks, as she gained a new focus.
The fresh breeze cleared her head as she glanced at Mrs. Finch’s house. She
recalled a gray blanket draping her as they carried her out on a stretcher. Somehow
Leigh thought she would have wanted to remain uncovered.
Waving and whistling at Tommy, she began unbuttoning her housecoat. It was
time to become more than just a neighbor.■
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EARLY SATURDAY,
AFTER CLOSING
Asleep and almost out of light,
little vodka planet,
I bury the tongues of all my poems inside you.
I wash all my panting
from the brief candle flares of your legs.
I read to you
from the veins in your wrist,
moon fleets crossing the Delaware,
the flock of moths you made
with somebody deep in the desperation
of George’s Riverside Tavern.
I wait for the ladybug patch
he planted on your neck to move,
if not go away.
Do they need to be rubbed
between my fingers?
Forced to the bottom of the river?
I break open your cigarettes to wake you
but already a man is
sleeping there.
It isn't Ugly John from room 14.
It's a different man, one with snails
waving from his eyes.
"I don't like men with eyes anymore," you said
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last night when the moon was just
a dead battery.
Now dawn arrives—something bleeding
outside on Water Street.
Where are your friends Walt, Lisa, and Zoner?
What time was it when they lived?
My sweaty hands leave
their arousals down the freckle farms
of your shoulders,
past your nipples that trust everyone.
And whether their kisses bring
harm or not,
I know one thing about you:
You’ve slept with all the vortex animals
populating the hallucinations
of summer.
Did they plunder the vodka from your breasts?
Calm the armies of your shivering bed?
The vagina remains exactly
where it is
and stays hidden there,
in its forest,
finally able to survive that far from you.

-rob cook
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Groping about in the darkness, I brushed away occasional bugs and grit, thinking of
the likely limits of mathematics, my uncle’s Parkinson’s, the manager’s obsessions, my
daughter’s anxieties, the Doppler effect of the wowing siren in the street below, and
finally found the Chinese doorknob, clasped and turned it with a shaking hand and
slowly opened the giant oak door: nothing, no surprise or revelation; just the unmade
bed in dawn light. I crawled beneath the blankets and laid me down to sleep. Before
dropping off, I wished for a postcard from my vanished lover, wondered if I would
have another rendezvous with an ET, witnessed us all as clusters of zipping atoms in a
dim vacancy, saw my sister reading a book while pushing her face through it to the
opposite side and recalled what my friend’s professor in a lecture said on his deathbed:
Now it ain’t so bad, you kids near Main Street, is it, being lost in this half vast
mysterious universe?
-lawrence syldan
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by david preece

When the bus was approaching MLK a painfully made-up white
woman sitting next to him tried to stick a Skullcandy ear bud in his left ear.
“What the HELL?” He shouted and swatted at her hand.
“I wanted to show you this!” She complained and raised her phone to his face,
where Niki Minaj was swimming in melted gold or something, and the woman took the
time to explain to Enthuzi that she was in fact Niki Minaj Reincarnated, that admittedly
she didn’t completely grasp the mechanics of reincarnation but if she knew anything at
all it was that a woman shouldn’t go against the Ancients and Enthuzi just tried to
figure out whether or not her eyeliner was tattooed on, her hair shoulder length, it
appeared to have been painted with something oil-based a decade before but recently
stripped with a steel brush, “I love Hinduisma.” She said.
“Why?” he asked to perpetuate the dream.
“Because all of us who are suffering are rock stars.”
She twanged the stop cord and walked toward the front door. As soon as she
exited she walked to an alley seemingly too narrow for anything four legged, grasped
the brick edges as if she was trying to widen the space and began shouting into the
void. As peoples’ muttered crazy-ass woman bits trailed off Enthuzi reflected on how
her face, so unpleasant to him, might to some starving stray wedged in an alley be a
white-hot sun, the foundation stone of a great exclamation point, and he wondered if
those rotting porch pillars about him were amaranth columns to some less fortunate;
simultaneously damaged and deified. Not long after his oldest friend Mosinger Mann
had been gunned down on Goodfellow by some deranged fifteen year old Enthuzi had
went into an academic coma, got on with the Job Corps out in Clearfield, Utah, a subcommunity so dully utopian and ragged within the kinetic Zion glittering on the shores
of the Great Salt Lake. Ironically he couldn’t find a book by Ayn Rand or George
Orwell anywhere, and while being shipped from produce pick to road repair he would
imagine to himself the prehistoric Lake Bonneville surging about him, buoying him up
like an invisible white hand. He got hired/enslaved by one of the University dotting
the Wasatch Front as part of a goodwill gesture and began the arduous hike from
cannabis doctor to high school teacher amongst the Nordic natives, even learned to ski
and married a white woman.
Soon he was at Cote Brilliante. After approaching an empty moldy intersection,
on the northwestern corner of which was a solid looking aluminate rectangle nobody
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knew the purpose of, patched with copies of an anti-police poster which featured a
really scary dichromatic photo of cops with riot gear, nightsticks and two feral hounds
straining against thick towing chains, strangling themselves against their collars.
Around there somewhere he’d gone to church for the first time at ten years old with his
friend Shaetrion, whose mother was a veteran jumper and shouter on the Pentecostal
scene. The establishment known as Cote Brilliante Pentecostal Vision Church occupied
the lower two floors of a chimney-like structure pinned between Karry’s Furniture and
Family Pawn. The place was run by a hyena-like witch doctor called Reverend
Macklin, who was five feet tall and had longer arms than legs. Three minutes into the
service Macklin asked the visiting boy if he had been saved. Saved? Yes boy, ha’ you
bin saved? He looked at the visible brick segmenting the walls, greying toward the
edges. Well . . . well what? Had he taken that divine incendiary round to the head?
Boy, only da Loe can scoop you outs a Hell why is you twitchin boy this boy has a trace a
Devil inim! And then he was in front of a yowling mob who were shouting at the sky
and crying, all lights except for the one aimed at the front platform were switched off or
broken. A varnished organ occupied stage right like a giant vocal porcupine. They
coated his forehead with syrupy oil, Macklin’s knobby thumb covering the boy’s brow
and shielding his eyes from the slow yellow tide, leaning within half a foot of his face
and bellowing for the demons within him to vacate while two purple men held his arms
and a crustaceous woman crawled on her pincers and flesh-padded knees in a blurry
rhombus around them, and everywhere he looked she was right there, eyes rolled back.
N’t Abyss! Yo time is come! Traumatized, the boy chose a lone squiggled hair above
Macklin’s ear, which seemed to have at least five more meandering ribs than a normal
ear, hoping it’s grey helix would supersede reality, later in life he would feel something
akin to gratitude toward Reverend Macklin for teaching him this avoidance technique, a
gratitude that would be more accurately described as a mathematical ray then a feeling
of warmth. Lee dis boy n’da name a da Loe! LEE! DIS! BOYeee! Oil splattered on the floor
as the purple men jerked him backward off his fear-cemented legs and to the floor,
breathing like yoked huskies to either side of him, an outstretched hand from each set
lightly on his shoulders, forming, look at that, the shape of a royal bird.
The church was a skeleton now, it was still early evening and he thought nothing
of getting off the bus to check it out. Now that it was dead he could respect it. Through
a broken window he could see crumpled newspaper like acrylic splattered about great
holes in the ground floor, maybe the exit holes left by a colossal bolt of lightning that
blasted its dark thespian soul and sent it to the iron spinning core of our world. A grim
2x4 hung diagonally from the ceiling with a large pink egg of fiberglass stuck to the
end, creosote thickened incrementally with height from the desperate attempts of the
homeless, and Enthuzi figured maybe the building was Hell’s chimney after all, and
maybe the fiber glassed rod could be used to clean the flue. A tome of bus schedules
held resolutely as his brown hand tried to fist.
These annual pilgrimages away from his wife and kids often turned into a series
of painful experiences, bouncing from aunt to cousin’s and visiting his poor father in a
veteran’s home, who was still devoting a spectacular intellect to acquiring alcohol. His
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wife used to get all nervous, like maybe her husband was going back to stalking deer
and howling at the moon with the wolves that raised him. For weeks in advance he
would pore over maps of the city and county. Enthuzi was a cartographile, he read
maps and bus routes the way bored people read about Kardashians.
He made his way back down to Martin Luther King Boulevard and felt an
incongruous mirth slither in him. Desecrated buildings piled up in the gutters like dead
octopi bulldozed up on a dead beach in a millennial low tide, the city was a haunted
pharaoh with tired red subjects. The day before he’d taken this same phlegmy drag
eastbound at high noon and heard several gunshots ring out a block north. No one
even ducked or did much besides cuss, and he’d envisioned a different path, if he
would have made different choices, and he’d be wearing lop-soled bhramadas and
spearing empty 16 oz. beer cans like halcyon, cylindrical fish a nickel apiece, and then
he hated himself for really believing he was a roaring ruler amongst slaves.
Now a
day later in the leveling light he remembered that he’d been one of those artillerose
thugs once, looking for fortune, and he’d believed at the end of the rainbow he’d find
some cutzoo-consumed desolation, kick in the door and there would be the pot of gold.
He had always heard Mosinger Mann ask his followers a question. “How much time
do you need to take control?” he would throw out, never fencing in what was to be
controlled. In the multiverse of supremacist opinion that had been spiked up about him
Enthuzi was floored by the practicality, he peddling cush to tomboys while dudes
around him greeted each other in Arabic, through a salad of Shabazzian, eugenically
daunting forays the only thing anyone could agree on was that he and his people were
fallen. “All that shit about us being powerful and supreme,” Mosinger would say, “is
just like a weak man to say. You think a strong man finna go round jawin about how
strong he be? A strong man don’t have to say a damn thing. We the Real Jews and we
the Chosen and we The Covenant and we the Original Race; who the hell they tryna
convince Enthuzelah? Themselves.”
There was an old man they would hang out with, Old Jonathan Rains that would
crouch on the backrest of one of those metal lattice benches at the MetroBus center on
the county line and divulge “The Big Deal” as Mosinger described it. Enthuzi had
never seen Jonathan Rains stand up, and so couldn’t say exactly how tall he was, mocha
complected, textured voice with a mortar and pestle around his neck and white seashell
gauntlets spiraling out of a militaristic jacket, the coastbum tiger, the voice from the
north. There were probably alleys and corners where Jonathan’s shredded still-deep
voice was lingering, stuck and twitching spastically in cobwebs or bouncing from brick
to brick eternally, “LOOK AT MY PEOPLE! DISGUSTING! What do you see around
here? Injustice un-justice not-justice. Can’t hire me, can’t use me, can’t cut in on the
white man’s action, because they need money if they finna keep runnin down women
like they kangaroos. Shit, I see my own people turning into them, criminals. You me my
your ancestors Kullalala and Kullallalee would have dis-figured a criminal, if you rape o
kill o slap o some shit they’d take a finger o an eye ear so that everybody
manwomanchildcrocodile on the damn river knew what you had done. Exile. Yaw
think you can keep on scraping but me and my Muslim woman will run all this, she
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finna be the Queen of the World and I’ll be the King. You finna make me the King? I
asked her. You can be the King, Jonathan, but if I find a better king you’ll be out. Of.
Luck. she said. None of this anymore. I be the King no white man can slither out of the
Caucasus Caves and get me sick and reeeebel against cause ain’t nobody happy with the
legislature o the Subservience. I’ll be the kind you see charging right out in front in a
blue leopard skin waving a stick with a big ass rock tied to the end of it and I don’t care
what you call the Devil Yakub or Baron Sam-di what he does is enslave, and I don’t
believe any of this shit they be peddlin down on West Florissant but who,” he started to
laugh grimly, “enslaves, enslaved, who was steering the damn ships? They ain’t finna
win here , they’ll leave before us and we’ll have all the brick and mortar my Queen and
I need to . . .” and it never ever stopped until they’d all catch a bus and leave him
eviscerating the air with his dragon gaze, changing the angle of his brand less hat at
every shallow breath. Old Rains had been riding buses for so long that he thought he
was God.
Enthuzi felt that way too sometimes, the sort of solipsistic half-life you might
attribute to brain surgeons or dolphins. Riding enough of these buses a man would
start to wonder, am I making this up? There can’t really be this many schizophrenic old
men, unmonitored, militant, slick faced and leering through the smoke of Hell, this
many teenage moms, so many people plastered at three in the afternoon with clouds of
yellow in the whites of their eyes, there can’t really be a man sitting in the back
improvising a song about how much he loves jamming his pipe right to the top with
PCP or a six and a half foot Sudanese immigrant with a queen size bed sheet wrapped
around his neck like a magnanimous white scarf bellowing at someone only he can see,
hovering just over the horizon. Too be transported by these blue capsules was to step
away from the little lives of little cars, the uncertainty of the minute, and merge with a
Newtonian View so simple in its celestial calibration, the orbits of Jupiter and walnut
angels, while photons were raining down on the roof like untiring, prehistoric voyagers,
tired Enthuzi and tired everyone else could look around at the other mortals on the bus
and feel like the only immortal there.
At length he jumped on another eastbound, his transfer was still valid, and sat
almost directly across from a glowering young brother in black levis, black denim vest,
solid black wristwatch and a rosary bead necklace with the wooden image of a fierce
giant pandas head two silver dollars wide on his big, unfluctuating chest, looking just
over Enthuzi’s left shoulder at his own aerially and artificially lit reflection with
ambient expectancy, shoulders pushed out and scrunched together and knees higher
than the seat, as if he was in an embryonic stasis.
“You ite?” Enthuzi asked him with stressed caution.
“Nigga, my horoscope said I’m finna die on a abacus tonight.”
“What the hell is a abacus?” A young woman to Enthuzi’s immediate right asked.
“I googled it, it’s like a flat rock on a―”
“Nigga what kyna horoscope you readin?” The wide eyed driver turned to ask.
“It was on this website my girl was readin. I’m headed over there now to get
some squares before I go out.”
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“Well if you believe in that shit just lay low for the night.” Enthuzi demanded
emphatically.
“I’m finna meet this shit straight up. I’m climbing that tower on East Grand
tonight.
“Nigga you may die no matter what up on East Grand. What’s your name?” The
driver laughed. His dreads whipped solidly as he shook his head.
“Drewloen.”
They would have talked more but he hit his stop and sprang off the bus by his
girlfriend’s half of the low income duplex where her tiny nephew would be standing in
front of their expansive flat screen watching the same Disney movie again for the
millionth time, day and night, standing for so long that his legs would be the diameter
of established quaking aspens one day and he’d gather his family in his arms and leap
them all to a kinder planet. All the ruin was still here, it had never left. Sadness drove
Enthuzi off the bus prematurely and out into a fast-darkening ghetto.
What street was he on? Looked like Union. He saw that nameless factory, an
animated, white metallic sludge trying to soar but only spilling outward, just like his
city. He tried to ride the 13 but left tearfully after a ten minute southbound ramble, he
the center of an oblong cush trade net, he watched a seventeen year old spotter slurp
the attentions of single mom after six foot three after near twin and the cannabis doctor
as sure as a locomotive slide by and dish out dull will-o-wisps with plastic
exoskeletons, maybe two ounces for ten dollars. Only after leaving St. Louis had he
realized that carrying around dense rolls of cash was, ironically, more common in the
hood. Enthuzi himself used to smoke whatever marijuana he didn’t want to sell and
then go to appliance stores and check out the vacuum cleaners, sometimes for hours.
What machines! How do they work? If he were to have questioned these dealers he
knew what he’d hear, that they could work their ass off and not have enough to feed
their kids or sell a bag of weed, that pale murderers gave them no option. The same old
stuff he used to yelp at his uncle Omar, who had raised him, another kid peeking out of
Omar’s gibbering horde, thronging him when he’d get back from working on Warf
Street and slouch on his steel chair like a tired grizzly. Every morning at an hour when
St. Louis was nothing more than a tangle of quantum superpositions, Omar would
leave to load freight. He had a really awful scar on his shoulder blade, the flesh was
grey and inflated.
One day in fourth grade Enthuzi’s class was tasked with sculpting anything at all
out of unforgiving blobs of grey putty, which reminded Enthuzi so vividly of his
uncle’s scar tissue that he refused to sculpt and was sent home for noncompliance. For
days the smell of it lingered on his hands no matter how many times he washed them,
an unnatural, apocryphal scent so outside honest nature, and the thought began to
haunt him that perhaps Omar’s scar was made of the grey putty, which caused him to
one) be obsessively careful lest he get putty scars of his own (wearing several layers and
gloves in the heat of the day, social claustrophobia), two) critically wounding his young
faith in education, since how could he trust a group of sick people who gave lumps of
scar tissue to children and asked them to sculpt something and three) inspiring in him a
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determination to try and sniff his Uncle’s scar, since the putty had such a unique smell
there would really be no question whether or not they were the same substance.
Overhead the clouds began feeding on the light from downtown, where The
Future were drinking their way up Washington under the inscrutable gaze of the City
Museum’s stone hippopotamus and on the north side of I-70 Enthuzi, crying quietly,
counting barber shops, first saw the golden chow at the head of a pack of strays, pits
and terrier mutts. Descended from Tibetan fighting dogs, Enthuzi could picture the
Asiatic crowds betting white slaves on fights between Paleolithic canines as big as grass
huts. They stalked out from behind a newish chop suey cage graced with the colors of
the German flag, in appropriate order even. Licking their chops, they either hadn’t
heard or minded Enthuzi’s quiet, confident step. The chow, midnight mouth and straw
mane, sniffed his suddenly immobile shin. An improbable white man tromping out of
the restaurant sent the pack running. Enthuzi ran with them, headed east toward
Kingshighway. Sprigs of his short white beard shone in the spotty light, the domino
houses creviced and battered limped aside for them and jaundiced men he went to
school with peered from their porches over a gleaming Busch, running alongside the
powerful lion-dog down the middle of the street, feet heating up in their dark leather
cases, arms pulling the fabric of space behind him and into quiet rubble, so damn sick of
the breached shingles and industry strangled by prime ivy, smoke crowned three story
tiaras vacant until winter and the roiling sea of gutter garbage he veered off to kick at
and scatter over a forested ex-lawn, bellowing animal thunder at the particle board
choking every other window, slick summer night stuck to him, the strays enveloped
him.
Lefts and rights, they ended up at a derelict apartment complex, vivid
aquamarine paint and sediment hushed beneath profoundly red slabs of plywood
stopping every window. It was one of those tall, low income cartoon magnets, the
prongs of which pointed street ward. An underground parking lot was still open, as
was the front gate. The dogs filed through the opening toward the courtyard, and then
veered, following the sidewalk around the outside edge of the left arm.
For a while he waited in his damp slacks, breathing harshly. Deliberately, he
stalked through the gate and around the building, hearing canine panting and what
sounded like a waterfall. Set back in the locust trees was a large, functioning fountain
in a concrete courtyard punctured with weeds. Crocodilian mold grew in galactic
swaths on the fountains basins, the lowest of which was the perfect height for the
thirsty dogs. It towered over them all, exquisitely wrought. Cupped tongues broke
through the water and carried black pools to dog mouths. Enthuzi stepped up beside
the stoic chow and looked into the water, but couldn’t see the bottom.■
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Idle in the driveway,
watch the garage door
all the way down.
Remember this.
Halfway to work,
gripped by the image
of an open door, a whole
house gaping, remember.
The little tree in the yard
is a tree is a tree is
a tree not a stranger
is a tree not
a stranger not a threat.
Nineteen-year-old girls
are an easy scare.
A woman is meant to be
a flawless vessel.
Wear a smile like
a necklace, like
a jacket. Do not
make a fist,
do not make two.
No such thing
as haunted, no
ghost inside a ribcage,
no nightmare
dragged squinting
into sunlight,
no excuses, say
yes say fine say
forget it.
-logen cure
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YEARS
by chila woychik

God is out to kill him.
Jim strokes the orange and white
tabby and the cat purrs, sinks her claws
into his thigh then releases. Jim smiles.
This isn’t pain.
He reaches down to the left front
panel of the leather recliner and skirts a
hand over the scratches where Tabby’s
had her way with it, then flips the
funky-functioning handle and slides
back a little further, to the war—his
usual daily ritual while watching old
serials, Magnum P. I., The Rockford Files,
Bonanza. His brother sat next to him on
the floor while they ate peanut butter
sandwiches by the stack and tried to
guess who the bad guys were in each
movie; Hoss fires his rifle at a pouncing
mountain lion and Rockford clocks a
burglar on the head with the butt on his
pistol.
Mortars pop around Jim like
cherry bombs on the Fourth of July, and
he slips on a sheet of empty cartridges
then pats his shirt to see if he’s still in
one piece after a bullet thuds in the dirt
behind him. The stench of the dying
gluts the air; he snuffs out his cigarette
and takes a slice of cold pizza from the
stand next to him, chews on dirt mixed
with acrid weapons-smoke, swallows
hard. But he can’t really eat. He’s lost
weight.
Afghanistan. He’d signed up old,
in his mid-thirties, and now three years
returned, it persists—Afghanistan. He
rubs his eyebrows, first one, then the
other, hoping to rid himself of yet

another tiny speck of involuntary
dissipation, a gnawing wasting that’s
there there and there, persistent,
relentless, as all those damn television
commercials he memorized his first
week back and yet still puts up with. He
mutes the sound.
No one told him it’d be this way,
not even dear old Dad. No, veteran of
two wars, decorated for valor,
recognized for just about everything
you can recognize a man or woman for
in wartime—Carl Brown made it all
seem so easy. Came home after Vietnam
and the Gulf War the same as he went.
No bad dreams, no PTSD, no STDs, and
only a slight limp which shouldn’t
count.
Jim reaches for another cigarette
and pours himself his third vodka tonic,
and it’s only noon. It stills the demons,
lets him rest. He floats through the rest
of the day in a sort of hazy stupor,
numb from the heart up, just the way he
needs it. It’s been another sixteen hours
of watching TV and reading want ads,
trying to live. Wanted: waitress/bartender.
Wanted: IT person, part-time. Wanted:
Someone who can do anything but
remember the war.
They stop by, the church people.
Years ago, Jim went to church, then life
hit him with one thing after another like
life does. What could have been a faith
of sorts turned into a sour-tasting
skepticism at everything he once loved:
days in the warm summer sun, dreams
for an all-American future, simple love.
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His stomach knots—faith—he pushes it
away. No, nothing beyond eating and
sleeping, please. It’s been three years.
Night settles hard with its latent
dread and Jim can’t fight anymore, falls
into bed. Memories cascade and surge,
mushroom out in an all-consuming
cloud. The walls creep close and
undulate, whisper, an incessant
whispering, a tightness. Jim found it a
mild thing at first, and tolerable for a
former spelunker, but it turned into a
dragging, inch by long hard mile across
the minefields of what-was, onto the
front lines and heat of hell, and a horror
no man should have to endure.
He finally drifts off into a sort of
semi-sleep which is anything but sleep,
and wakes moments later, drenched in
sweat, crying out. That’s why she left,
that and the anger. She didn’t
understand. He could fight in a damn
war he didn’t want and didn’t ask for,
but he can’t change what he’s become.
She’s gone and maybe he’s glad, but
maybe not.
He gets up and takes a sleeping
pill, hates the taking of it. Tomorrow’s
thick mind will barely be worth it, but
he takes the pill anyway. After all,
booze and pills are the perfect mix, and
Jim hasn’t been perfect in forever, at
least for three long years.
Morning comes and Jim climbs
out of bed, stumbles from drowsiness. It
takes him until noon to shake the fog.
Being Tuesday, he’ll meet with his
counselor. The sessions don’t seem to
help, but at least they give him someone
to talk to who pretends he understands.
He needs someone like that.
Jim takes his usual route to Max’s
office, passing through downtown

where the speed limit is 20, but he won’t
break 10. He waves at no one, but he
watches, ever watches. No one waves at
him either—they never do—but he
spots a few sideways glances.
The counselor’s office is in the
next city, so Jim has to travel an out-ofthe-way fifteen miles to get there. He
never visits Langston for anything else
because who would visit Langston in
their right mind?
The drive to Langston is a
beautiful drive, the roadside’s dotted
with trees and a few nice-sized hills
some people call mountains. Jim smiles.
He’s seen mounds of bodies bigger than
that, decimated village remains piled in
the center of nowhere.
He nears the cliff-side curve
overlooking Oxbow Canyon and Oxbow
“Mountain.” He smiles again, and his
heart pounds again, always at this spot,
always here. It’s the perfect place, no
one would think twice, and God would
finally have his way.
But he has that meeting, so he
drives on. After the meeting, he drives
back past the same curve, has the same
yearning, but keeps driving. Nothing if
not responsible, that’s Jim.
Back in town, he decides to turn at the
drugstore, a departure. He hasn’t been
down this street for, yep, three long
years. It’s a pretty street. He’ll be back.
He makes a left on Center and
passes the old church he attended as a
child then later as a teen. A few scenes
play out in his mind, and they aren’t all
bad. He slows and reads the sign, all
things new.
Jim drives on home. He needs a
drink.■
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PROTEST
by jim ross

There’s always something worth getting mad about. Someone’s always
exerting power to infringe on the freedoms, rights, if not the very lives of others.
Recently, for example, riots and demonstrations followed the deaths of two black men
after altercations with police officers. Public protest intensified when neither case
resulted in grand jury indictments. In the wake of those incidents, the murders of police
officers Liu and Ramos in New York City caused many to rage quietly, by holding
candlelight vigils and placing blue ribbons on their doors. People demonstrate in
solidarity so their voices of protest could be heard.
Yet, after the January 7, 2015 Charlie Hebdo massacre, our other protests took a
back seat. Terrorist attacks have a way of doing that. Just as after 9/11, people gathered
in solidarity to provide aid and mutual support, in Paris five days after the Charlie
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Hebdo massacre over 3.7 million people gathered in solidarity as millions more
gathered virtually. We need to feel solidarity most when it seems our fundamental
humanity is under attack.
Anger about whatever we define as unbearably “wrong” often creates the desire
to gather in protest with like-minded people, to bear witness and call for change.
Thanks to the Internet, people can now gather virtually, but coming together physically
enhances experience of solidarity (and attracts media attention). Over the past 50 years,
protestors in the USA have publicly gathered to:
 voice collective opposition to (or support of) war;
 demand changes in employment policies (child labor, equal pay for equal work);
 demand equal rights without regard for race, ethnicity, gender, sexual
orientation,
 religion, or national origin, with regard to job opportunities, pay, housing,
 marriage—every imaginable aspect of life; demand diplomatic actions (e.g., end
of apartheid in South Africa; allow emigration of Soviet Jews);
 call for actions to prevent further climate change;
 support the maintenance of income supports for the poor or elderly;
 call for immigration reform;
 demand movement away from fossil fuels and nuclear energy toward safe,
renewable energy sources;
 defend women’s lives (pro-Choice) or the opposite (characterized as pro-Life)
Organized protest has played an integral role in American history since long
before the dawn of the Republic. The founding of the Bay Colony represented an act of
organized protest. Then, Connecticut and Rhode Island came into being when splinter
groups protested against how the Bay Colony defined “community.” The American
Revolution was an organized protest against political and economic oppression.
Throughout our history, protests often have been suppressed and protestors have been
excoriated, attacked, expelled, imprisoned, and even killed because their views were
unpopular, at least in their immediate communities.
Recent events have made me look back at my experience with protest marches
and rallies and ask: What was that about? For starters, on October 21, 1967, I joined
100,000 who rallied at the Reflecting Pool and/or marched on the Pentagon. After Phil
Ochs sang at the Reflecting Pool, Abbie Hoffman—prancing in his Uncle Sam hat—led
the march. Norman Mailer talked and later wrote a Pulitzer-Prize winning book Armies
of the Night, about it. Abbie, Jerry Rubin, and Dr. Spock all talked. With college friends, I
reached the line of confrontation with the armed militia where hippy chicks placed
daisies in the barrels of bayonets and Allen Ginsberg spearheaded a junta to levitate the
Pentagon using meditation. I wandered away from the crowds, saw a battalion headed
toward me, thought little of it. Not knowing what hit me, I was hoisted and heaved
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through the air; either that, or Ginsberg’s levitation went astray. I landed hard and
rolled down a hill. I’ve always figured my Davey Crockett hat earned the free flight.
In January, 1969, I went to Nixon’s inauguration to heckle, but only shivered. In
November, I paced in a candlelight vigil for Vietnam War dead in front of my home
town’s post office. The next week, in Boston, I walked alone in an anti-war march
culminating in a rally. Ubiquitous Jerry stood on a car roof to galvanize the crowd. He
warned “pow-leese” had infiltrated the crowd and the best way to “out” them was
they’d be alone. I quickly sat and buried my head in a map. A five-year-old girl carrying
a huge Viet-Cong flag came over and waved it repeatedly over my head. I believe this
was her mother’s stratagem to out me. A photo of that little girl waving a Viet-Cong
flag appeared on Life Magazine’s final page. Jerry’s message—don’t trust people
alone—was a chilling example of paranoia and fascism on the left.
I hitched from Boston to DC for the Moratorium March on Washington, arriving
too late for the March against Death. After we all marched down Pennsylvania Avenue,
Eugene McCarthy—who’d run for President the year before on an anti-war platform—
opened the November 16 rally before 500,000 demonstrators. For the first time, I saw a
youthful Arlo Guthrie sing. The memory I hold dearest was Pete Seeger leading the
swaying crowd for 10 minutes in singing John Lennon’s, All We are Asking is Give Peace a
Chance, punctuated by an occasional, “You hear that, Mr. Nixon?” Valerie was sitting on
my shoulders as we swayed. Later, Nixon announced he wouldn’t be affected by the
actions of demonstrators.
Inspired by the anti-war demonstrations, Senator Gaylord Nelson spearheaded
the planning of Earth Day as a nationwide teach-in. On April, 22, 1970, I was there for
the first Earth Day at DC’s Sylvan Theater. Gaylord and others spoke. Pete and others
performed. EPA soon came into being. That day began systematic efforts to create
awareness of need for climate action.
In May, 1970, campuses shut down nationwide following the Kent State
Massacre and US incursions into Cambodia. To serve as an armband-wearing marshal
at the May 9 demonstration, I was trained by Quakers at St. Stephen of the Incarnation
Church on applying techniques of non-violent confrontation in managing
demonstrations. Reportedly, Nixon snuck out of the White House at 5 a.m.
unaccompanied by Secret Service and talked with demonstrators. Bathing in the
overflowing Reflecting Pool helped thousands of demonstrators keep their cool. The
demonstration—behind a barricaded White House—stayed peaceful.
From September, 1970 through June, 1974, I exercised my right to protest by
enrolling in grad school at DC’s historically-black Howard University, while living in
group houses. We claimed we lived communally to protest repression of the traditional
nuclear family. My first “commune”—a bi-racial house that included a military deserter
and a new parolee—was located in a neighborhood teeming with communes. Aquarius
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House was across the street. Pig Patrol, two doors up, claimed it monitored police
brutality.
On April 24, 1971, housemate Janis and I—with visiting college friend Mike—
met up with 200,000 other friends at the Vietnam Out Now Rally. It dispersed
precipitously—at least our section did—after police or ralliers threw tear gas. People
stampeded over temporary encampments to escape the fumes. Some fell and were
helped up. The big challenge was clearing five-foot-high green barricades that penned
us in. Most women, especially those wearing long skirts, needed a shoulder boost to
scale the barricades. Lots of arms and legs got scraped or cut in the process. We made
fast tracks home because the commune had been serving as a crash pad for visiting
demonstrators that whole spring. Anticipating a post-rally crowd, we’d borrowed some
mega-pots from St. Stephens and we’d cooked massive food quantities; then almost
nobody came! My take-away happy memory is demonstrators taking bubble baths in
the fountains across from the National Gallery.
During May’s first days, a militant anti-war faction, led by the May Day Tribe,
threatened to stop DC traffic because Nixon hadn’t stopped the war. While encamped
demonstrators slept, DC police cancelled their permit, and began mass arrests.
Thousands of militia waited in reserve. Pig Patrol couldn’t monitor the egregious efforts
of DC police to incite May Day demonstrators. May 3 efforts to stop traffic were foiled. I
stayed away and instead played innkeeper for demonstrators. The 13,000 arrests were
thrown out.
Demonstrators had so much fun crashing that spring in the common areas of the
commune that we decided in May we’d move there and relinquish our bedrooms to
crashers. Soon afterwards, the house was repeatedly robbed: First the major
appliances, then the small appliances, and then everything else. Before thieves filched
the front door and shutters—and that really happened—I walked out for good, toting
backpack and sheepskin. I moved in with Trinity College women who’d rented a house
from The Radical Lesbians of Washington, whose communal house was nearby. Our
pet mice were named Mousie Tung and Emma Goldman.
For the next few years, I participated in several marches and rallies for women’s
rights and racial/ethnic equality. A subsequent commune served as a crash pad for a
June, 1972 LGBT rights rally. However, I focused on Nixon’s continuation of the
Vietnam War and his repeated disavowal of a role in the Watergate Conspiracy.
Leaning face-forward on the White House fence, I stood alongside other protestors the
night of August 8, 1974 when Nixon resigned to avoid enduring a Senate impeachment
trial. My generation interpreted resignation as Nixon’s acknowledgement we’d been
justified in everything we’d fought for. He’d said he wouldn’t be affected by
demonstrators. Well, we’d shown him!
After Nixon’s resignation, I largely retired from demonstrations. I’d loved
knowing we fought for a cause in solidarity, but hated the rock and bottle throwing,
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tear gas, stampedes, falls, trampling, and barricade climbing. I hated knowing that
protestors egged on the police or police overstepped bounds, applied force, or egged on
protestors.
Soon after, I began my first real job, began a research career, and met the love of
my life, Ginger. I was intimidated about my first meeting with Ginger’s father because I
knew he’d been a Navy Vice Admiral and Medal of Honor winner. However, I didn’t
realize he’d been pressed into early retirement by Secretary of Defense, Robert
McNamara, for persistently opposing the Vietnam War as unwinnable and one the USA
never should have entered. I also learned he’d launched other protests within the Navy.
For example, in 1942, after seeing torpedoes were misfiring, he voiced his concerns at
progressively higher levels. For this, he was stripped of command of his first ship,
busted down a rank, placed on shore duty, and told he would never again see sea duty.
Subsequently, they began to investigate, learned he was right, began torpedo redesign,
restored his rank, and gave him command of his second ship. Without his warning,
countless lives might have been lost. While he and I disagreed on most social and
political issues, I respected his willingness to speak up, often at potentially great
personal cost. I learned from him that individual protest often can cascade into
something much larger.
In 1989, Ginger and I walked innocently on the National Mall with our 7- and 10-year-old children when we were asked to serve on the receiving line for a group
scheduled to arrive imminently at the steps of the Lincoln Memorial after walking
across America. We hesitantly agreed, stood on the steps holding candles, shook hands,
or hugged the cross-country arrivals. We even stuck around to hear Ralph Nader speak
and Holly Near sing. None of us have any recollection of why they walked across
America and why nobody was there to greet them. Later that year, our kids got to meet
Arlo for the first time.
For the next 20 years, I didn’t knowingly go near another protest march or rally.
Then, in November, 2010, I was in Southern France during the build-up to the National
Strike. On day four of the local school strike, students and teachers blocked traffic. I
interviewed students and passers-by about the strike. The next day, as I waited for a
bus, a Catholic high school student sat down next to me and shared her lunch and
beliefs about the strike. Then, I walked back into town and spent three hours with the
demonstrators. I quickly picked out the leader of the student activists because she wore
a red clown nose for a televised interview. I talked with the student leaders and the
railroad union officials, who came with small children and an ample supply of bread
and wine. I met an older man who drove from one protest to another in a station
wagon on top of which he’d bolted an ersatz nuclear missile. He stopped passing out
anti-Sarkozy pins and pro-cannabis stickers to chat and offer me cannabis. Widespread
anti-Sarkozy sentiment drove the National Strike, but immediate impetus was
impending increase in the retirement age: workers objected because it would require
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additional years of labor; students objected because they would have to “compete with
more old people for jobs.”
For the next few years, I considered going to several rallies, especially related to
immigration reform, but pulled back, mostly out of concern about their physical risks.
Instead, I participated in lobbying days on Capitol Hill sponsored by the Quakeraffiliated Friends Committee on National Legislation, to argue for reduced military
spending and maintenance of programs for the poor. I’d spent a couple of years late in
my career lobbying on the Hill, so I find it far less intimidating—and physically
taxing—than demonstrations.
I surprised myself in August, 2013, when I walked in the 50th anniversary March
on Washington. As a testament to black-white solidarity, the march was extraordinary,
though also somewhat comical: Cell phones captured every magical moment. All was
well until we reached the security gates. The friend with whom I’d walked saw this and
left without telling me. I stayed. As time wore on and marchers became impatient, the
crowd periodically surged toward the security fences and gate. This increased the risk
of falls, stampedes, and trampling. It seemed some tried to use surges to break down
fences without considering the possibility people might get injured. After each surge,
we each had less ground to stand on. Two German exchange students next to me said
their host family “couldn’t understand why we would go to such a thing.”
Occasionally, someone fainted, space materialized, and they were rescued. A petite,
redheaded security woman crossed over and handed out water bottles. Many began to
express anger that needlessly tedious security procedures would deprive them of their
rightful place at the table. Some claimed the privileged had secret, no-wait entry points.
Indeed, we could see one not far away. After three hours, the absurdly rigorous security
procedures were relaxed, and they let us stream through. Later, wearing my new March
on Washington t-shirt, I met my son for dinner out. Seeing my shirt, a homeless woman
said, “I’ll give you five dollars for that shirt.” I would’ve given it, but had nothing else
to wear. Thanks to my camera, I’ll always have documentary evidence of the sheer joy I
saw on so many faces that day.
I promised myself the March on Washington would be my last demonstration.
Yet, in August 2014, weeks after major surgery, I happened to be in DC, and found
myself walking toward Lafayette Park. I told myself I’d see what kind of protests were
going on and decide which one to join. The thought amused me. To my surprise, none
were going on. Then, as September plans for the national climate action march in New
York gained media attention, I explored the feasibility of going, but decided going
wasn’t wise, especially because I was still in recovery from surgery; and from the 50th
Anniversary March!
Then, two months later, in November, my wife and I were in Nuremberg,
Germany—once the setting for the massive Nazi party rallies and, for that reason,
where the Nuremberg Trials were held. After visiting the Nazi rally grounds, we saw
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an ecumenical peace march wending its way through Nuremberg. I spoke with a signbearing marcher who invited us to join. We did, all the way into a Lutheran Church,
where marchers sang in German, accompanied by guitar. Given Nuremberg’s history,
what better place to march for peace!
When I stand back, it strikes me it makes no sense to equate protest with marches
and rallies. Demonstrations may be a good way for some people to engage in protest.
They’re especially suited to the young, physically able, social, and athletic who have no
fears of the physical challenges. They help engender a physical sense of solidarity.
However, protest also can be a very individual, private affair, as my father-in-law
showed—with the capacity to cascade. While they may not be as heart-warming,
entertaining, motivating, calorie-burning, physically-threatening, or solidarityengendering as demonstrations, other means of protest may be far more effective and
are certainly more accessible to a larger population.
Signing petitions and lobbying legislators at local, state and national levels are
legitimate means of protesting. We protest by campaigning for political candidates,
working polls, and voting; by buying from environmentally and socially irresponsible
companies and boycotting those that aren’t; by paying more to promote alternatives to
fossil fuels, such as buying a Prius or wind energy offsets; by socially-responsible
investing; and by participating in conversations that seek solutions to vexing problems.
Meditation, learning how to be mindful as a means of managing stress, and fleeing into
nature can all be viewed as protests against an environment that inundates us, erodes
our attention span, and fragments our perceptions. Indeed, protest is about taking a
personal action that explicitly articulates departure from prevailing norms. From that
perspective, a Quaker who follows a personal leading and goes to war is a protestor.
When I look at long-time friends, many moved from protest to concerted action
in their careers. One became a leader nationally and internationally in promoting street
law, to enable marginalized populations, especially youth, to navigate the legal system
effectively. Another became an attorney for the Legal Services Corporation, which
provides legal services for the poor. A third discovered and promoted modern dance
companies and their works, which artistically addressed war and peace, terrorism, race,
gender, equal rights, gender identity, poverty, and the complexity of love. A fourth,
after living for years in retreat centers, emerged with a focus on using mindfulness
meditation as anodyne to our stress-ridden lifestyles.
It’s easy to crystal ball to develop a future protest menu. This short list doesn’t
pretend to be exhaustive.
1. Coming to terms with race and racism. Recently, the matter of race has come to
the forefront due to confrontations between police and young men of color.
However, the real issue isn’t police brutality. There may be a real need in some
police departments to re-examine the policing role, but the larger issue is that,
even though we’ve made great strides in honoring the civil rights of people of
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color, we really haven’t come to terms with race and racism, which affects all of
us, without regard for our race or ethnicity.
2. Means to break chains of intergenerational poverty. Programs developed to
assist people in economic distress, such as unemployment insurance and food
stamps, have accomplished little or nothing in helping break chains of
intergenerational poverty. Compassionate conservative Michael Gerson and
liberal columnist E.J. Dionne concurred that nothing has worked, and we need to
retreat and arrive at radically different approaches. We’ll see plenty more
protests as constrained budgets cause cut-backs in programs currently
supporting the poor.
3. Redefinition of economic supports in retirement. Many Western nations—the
USA, UK, and Germany among them—face dramatic narrowing in the
distribution of workers to retirees. Therefore, a decreasing number of current
workers will support an increasing number of retirees or “pensioners.” The
workers will protest, knowing their own security in retirement is at risk, and the
age at which they can retire is pushed back; meantime, retirees will protest as the
likelihood of their receipt of retirement entitlements decreases, potentially
through application of a means test.
4. Climate action. We may be more aware of the need to take climate action to save
Mother Earth from further degradation, but that doesn’t mean we’re close to
concerted, coordinated action. Indeed, some make the case that we’ve passed the
tipping point and the damage is irreversible. No matter, there will continued
protest as evidence mounts, and as particular actions are on the table.
5. Protecting privacy. While much was made of Edward Snowden’s breach of the
NSA’s routine collection of personal data on citizens who posed no risk to
national security, far less attention has been directed to the collection of extensive
data by Facebook, Google, banks, and credit agencies. Protests so far have been
limited, but increasing anger about our inability to protect our privacy will result
in fragmented protests, though not necessarily marches and rallies, before there’s
concerted action.
Never will war and terrorism cease to incite public demonstrations. The
conditions of our nation and the world demand protest as part of a dialectical process of
change. Protest can be private or public, shoulder-to-shoulder or virtual, but protest is
essential and inescapable.■
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(from I am the Jupiter King)
One possession I honestly own
in this post-humanist world,
my skull.
And one honest action mine, as well:
to roll the dice.

-paul-newell reaves

We are made from the stars, the carbon broken and the hydrogen set against the backs of
our fingers. We laugh all Milky Way and sunrays. We sleep heartbeat and moon dust.
And ribs at the side of our bodies are the shards of meteorites that cast out from the core
of the solar system. The whole world beats a small pulse at the corner of our mouths, at
the crook of our necks. This world inside our bodies is tender and whole with the cosmos.
There is obsession in its skin and desire in its bright bang. We are one, we are one with
the whole. We are the whole and then just one. And then many in the space between our
fingers, the space between our hearts, in space.
-loren kleinman
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Andrea Fitzgerald is currently studying English and Film as an undergraduate at
Boston College. She knows she is not an adult because she sometimes wears skirts as
shirts and the word "satiate" never sounds right to her. In any context. Follow her for
some mildly amusing tweets at @anna_fitzy11

Anna Maria Little is an English major, attending in Atlanta, Georgia. Born and raised
in rural Appalachia by Italian-Irish immigrants, she has only recently moved to the city
to fulfill her dreams of being an overworked and underpaid waitress.

Becky Mandelbaum is originally from Kansas but is currently pursuing a Masters in
Creative Writing in Davis, California. Her work has appeared in Midwestern Gothic,
Stone Highway Review, and Kansas City Voices. She is the winner of the Lawrence Art
Center's 2013 Langston Hughes Award.

Camillo DiMaria was born in Bushwick, Brooklyn, New York to parents from Sicily.
He has studied at Brooklyn and Hunter College. He has been featured to read his work
at the Queens Museum of Art and the Lower East Side Tenement Museum, among
many other venues.

Chila Woychik loves nature, winter, animal kind, most people, but especially her
1980 Jeep CJ5. She has recently been published in Elsewhere Lit Mag, Prick of the
Spindle, Cleaver, Pithead Chapel, and a few other fine journals. Her Cherokee and
German heritage provides her with a continual sense of identity and adventure.

Chris Welzenbach is a playwright formerly with Walkabout Theater in Chicago. His
best known work is a one-act piece called "Downsize" that ran for two years in Chicago
and was later staged in St. Louis and thereafter, in translation, was produced in Buenos
Aires, Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro. A monologue of his titled "The Any Key"
premiered at Mary Arrchie Theater in Chicago and can be found at Off The Wall Plays,
an online publishing house.
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Clinton Van Inman was born in Walton-on-Thames, England, graduated from San
Diego State University, and has been a teacher all his life, having recently retired from
the Tampa Bay area where he lives with his wife, Elba.

C.W. Bigelow received his B.A. in English from Colorado State University. Since
then, he has lived in nine states before currently living in the Charlotte NC area. His
short stories and poems have most recently appeared in The Scrambler, The View From
Here, The Shine Journal, The Gloom Cupboard, Indigo Rising, Litsnack, Sister Ignition,
Full of Crow, FeatherLit, Curbside Splendor, Literary Juice, The Dying Goose, Foliate
Oak Literary Magazine, Five2One, Poydras Review and Potluck, among others.

Dalton Day is a Pushcart nominated poet & editor of FreezeRay Poetry. His work has
been featured in PANK, Hobart, The Millions, & Jellyfish among others. He is the
author of Supernova Factory as well as the forthcoming Fake Knife. He can be found at
myshoesuntied.tumblr.com & on Twitter @lilghosthands. He’s absolutely terrified.

David Preece is a young writer who grew up primarily in Morgan, Utah. Sometimes a
college student, sometimes a laborer, creative writing has been a constant in his life for
many years. He hopes to continue with it.

Gary Singh is an award-winning travel journalist with a music degree who publishes
poetry, paints and exhibits photographs. As a scribe, he's published hundreds of works
including travel essays, art and music criticism, profiles, business journalism, lifestyle
articles and more. For 500 straight weeks he’s penned a creative newspaper column for
Metro, San Jose’s alt-weekly newspaper, an offbeat glimpse into the frontiers of the
human condition in Silicon Valley. He is the author of The San Jose Earthquakes: A
Seismic Soccer Legacy, forthcoming from The History Press. Follow him on Twitter:
@gary_singh

G. Evelyn Lampart enjoys a creative life of art and writing after working in the field
for many years as a clinical social worker. She is grateful that she can lead an art
workshop in the same mental health clinic that helped her heal from a severe case of
manic depression. Diagnosed with cancer several years ago she knows that she is
fortunate. A lifelong Brooklynite, Evelyn has seen her world and the world around her,
change many times.

Guinotte Wise has been a creative director in advertising most of his working life. In
his youth he put forth effort as a bull rider, ironworker, laborer, funeral home pickup
person, bartender, truck driver, postal worker, ice house worker, paving field engineer.
A staid museum director called him raffish, which he enthusiastically embraced. (The
observation, not the director) Of course, he took up writing fiction.
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Isobel O'Hare received an MFA in Writing from Vermont College of Fine Arts. Her
work has appeared in Queen Mob's Teahouse, Numero Cinq, The Doctor T.J. Eckleburg
Review, and Cease, Cows.

Jake Bauman is a university-bound senior who enjoys taking poignant photographs.
He currently lives in New England but looks forward to attending college where it's
warmer, maybe in the South. This is his first published work.

Janne Karlsson (1973) is an insanely productive Swedish artist/beer drinker whose
books are available at Epic Rites Press and whose website is at www.svenskapache.se

Jeff Hoop is a professional poker player who travels the world and jumps from planes.
Follow his adventures at JustaKidAndHisDream.com

Jim Ross is a recently retired researcher who, after decades of analyzing the dickens
out of everything, is striving to resuscitate his right brain. To accomplish this, he seeks
to talk with strangers on pilgrimages, get lost in the woods, grow fat tomatoes, travel
widely, take street photos, and write creative non-fiction. In addition to over 60
professional publications, he's recently published in The Atlantic, Friends Journal, The
Sun, Pif Magazine, South85, RPD, and Up the Staircase. He and his wife currently split
their time between Maryland and West Virginia, but aspire to spend more time on
Southern France drinking cheap wine. They also aspire to be grandparents.

John Vicary began publishing poetry in the fifth grade and has been writing ever
since. A contributor to many compendiums, his most recent credentials include short
fiction in the collections “Midnight Circus”, “We Were Heroes” and “Temporary
Skeletons”. John is the Submissions Editor at Bedlam Publishing. He enjoys playing
piano and lives in rural Michigan with his family. You can read more of his work at
keppiehed.com.

Karen Fischer is a student at Columbia College Chicago studying Creative
Nonfiction. She has essays published or forthcoming with The South Loop Review, The
Midway Journal, and Cactus Heart Press. In her spare time, she practices yoga, reads
paperbacks on her bathroom floor, and tries to be a better person than the day before.

Katie Johansen received her MFA in Creative Writing at Northern Arizona
University, where she spends much of her time lamenting the lack of fried chicken
available to her and being far too stubborn and unwilling to make it herself. She was
recently introduced to the phenomenon that is Nashville’s Hot Chicken, and has since
been craving it on a weekly basis. She simultaneously loves and curses the Tennessee
boy who brought this need upon her. Because she doesn't drink coffee or hard liquor,
and has recently quit smoking, she fears that, in order to be considered a real writer, she
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might have to pick up a few more vices. She’s open to suggestions. Her writing has
appeared in Zaum Press, Meat for Tea: The Valley Review, Storm Cellar Quarterly, and
LividSquid Journal.

Leah Mueller is a proud independent writer who lives in the rain-soaked Puget
Sound area with her husband and daughter. Her work has either appeared recently, or
will be featured soon in Bop Dead City, Talking Soup, and Crisis Chronicles Press. She
has also been published in anthologies published by Terminal Books and Writing
Knights Press. Leah's lifelong ambition is to do nothing except swim, write and eat
vegan bonbons on the beach.

Leonard Kogan lives and works in Baltimore, MD. Exhibitions include “Wall
flowers” in Herzliya Museum, “The After Light” at the Andy Warhol Factory in New
York, “SUR/FACE/S” at Nexus Project Gallery in New York, a show at the museum of
Yanko-Dada of Modern Art in Tel-Aviv, “Project Diversity” in Sputnik Gallery,
Brooklyn and others. Leonard’s art has been featured in a number of literary and art
magazines, most recently, in Mad Hatters Review and Little Patuxent Review, the latter
also includes an interview with the artist.

Logen Cure is a poet and teacher. She is the author of In Keeping, a chapbook
published by Unicorn Press (2008). Her work also appears in Word Riot, Radar Poetry,
IndieFeed: Performance Poetry, and elsewhere. She earned her MFA in Creative
Writing from the University of North Carolina at Greensboro. Learn more at
www.logencure.com

Loren Kleinman’s poetry has appeared in journals such as Drunken Boat, Nimrod,
Wilderness House Literary Review, Paterson Literary Review, Narrative Northeast and
Journal of New Jersey Poets. Her interviews appeared in IndieReader, USA Today and
The Huffington Post. She is the author of The Dark Cave Between My Ribs. Breakable
Things, her third collection, releases March 2015 via Winter Goose Publishing. Visit her
at lorenkleinman.com.

Louis Staeble lives in Bowling Green, Ohio. His photographs have appeared in
“Agave”, "Driftwood", “Four Ties Literary Review”, “Gravel”, "Iron Gall", “Microfiction
Monday”, ”On The Rusk”, "Paper Tape Magazine", "Tupelo Quarterly", “Up The
Staircase Quarterly” and “Your Impossible Voice”. His web page can be viewed at
http://staeblestudioa.weebly.com.

Luke Normsy is the thin layer of soul left in an upper-middle-management
government pawn who's paid handsomely to aid in America’s final transition to total
plutocracy. His works are notes from the underground usually known as the corner
office.
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Mary Marie Dixon, a visual artist and poet, is a graduate of the University of Notre
Dame with an MA in theology and an MFA in English creative writing. She has
published creative works in periodicals and a collection of poetry, Eucharist, Enter the
Sacred Way, Franciscan University Press, 2008. Her focus is on women’s spirituality
and the mystics combined with the Great Plains and the spiritual power of nature. She
has exhibited her visual work and accompanying poetry in galleries and explores the
visual and poetic intersection in her creative life. She loves stars, sunrises, and sunsets
on the open plains! Website: www.marymariedixon.com

Matthew O'Leary has had work featured in Birds Piled Loosely, Felled Limbs, and
Fiction Crowd. His piece "Ghost" was written during his mother's struggle with
pancreatic cancer. He lives in Columbia, South Carolina with his wife.

Melanie Hilliard. photographer. book junkie. traveler. former Angeleno. current
Michigander. Through her photography, she seeks to explore the cultural identity of
places. She is highly influenced by the endless reading of books, signage, and the
holiday rituals of dia de los muertos. She also operates a rocking etsy shop called
deathpetalmetal dedicated to photographs of graveyards printed on aluminum metal:
http://etsy.com/shop/deathpetalmetal

Nicholas Perry is a devoted abstractionist, whose work is physical documentation of
his experiences of memory. These experiences of memory are the sensations he felt
during the event. His ambiguous forms he creates provide a vulnerability for a true
contemplative act.This is significant for his viewers because it allows them to
understand their own subjectivity to the forms he presents.

Paul-Newell Reaves is a poet and school teacher from Washington, DC. His works
have appeared online, including at defenestrationism.net , where he reads for twice
annual contests.

Rob Cook's latest books are The Undermining of the Democratic Club (Spuyten
Duyvil) and Asking My Liver for Forgiveness (Rain Mountain Press). Recent work
appears in The Bitter Oleander, Caliban, Small Portions, Up the Staircase Quarterly,
Borderlands, Osiris, Phantom Drift, etc.

Roland Goity lives in the San Francisco Bay Area, where he writes in the shadows of
planes coming and going from SFO. His stories appear in many fine journals, including
Fiction International, PANK, Raleigh Review, Word Riot, The MacGuffin, and 2 Bridges
Review. He edits WIPs: Works (of Fiction) in Progress,

Ryan Francis Kelly often wishes he were the Cheshire Cat, that way he could
disappear and leave behind nothing but his floating grin. He can often be found cat
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walking the fence between accessible and askew. You can view a full list of his creative
publications at www.ryanfranciskelly.com.

Stefan Chiarantano is a Toronto-based photographer and experimental filmmaker.
Besides making art, his other passion is to travel and experience the world.

Stephen Gibson is the author of five poetry collections: Rorschach Art Too (2014
Donald Justice Prize, West Chester University), Paradise (Miller Williams prize finalist,
University of Arkansas Press), Frescoes (Lost Horse Press book prize), Masaccio’s
Expulsion (MARGIE/IntuiT House book prize) and Rorschach Art (Red Hen Press). He
has new work appearing in or forthcoming in The Sewanee Review, Shenandoah, The
Yale Review, Quiddity, and elsewhere.

T. Imel is a freshman at Columbia College Chicago, pursuing a major in acting with a
minor in creative nonfiction. She is inspired by writers like J.D. Salinger, Kurt
Vonnegut, and Joan Didion. If she isn’t out on the Chicago streets, one may find her
painting, browsing off-brand stores, sipping unimpressive coffee, or a combination of
the above.

Tim Suermondt has published two full-length books of poems:
TRYING TO HELP THE ELEPHANT MAN DANCE (The Backwaters Press, 2007) and
JUST BEAUTIFUL (New York Quarterly Books, 2010). He has work forthcoming in
Plume Poetry Journal, Allegro Poetry Magazine (England), 2 Bridges Review, Blue
Heron Review, Innisfree Poetry Review and Ploughshares, among others. He lives in
Cambridge, MA with his wife, the poet Pui Ying Wong.

Virginia Petrucci is a freelance writer and artist based in Los Angeles. She paints and
draws, and sells prints and original artwork through her website. She has written for
the LA Post-Examiner, and has past and upcoming poetry and fiction featured in
Another Chicago Magazine, Mom Egg, Hermeneutic Chaos Literary Journal, Snow
Monkey, and Best New Writing 2014 as a runner up for the Gover Prize in Flash Fiction.

Wayne F. Burke's poetry has appeared in Bluestem, Lost Coast Review, the bicycle
review, Red Savina Review, Brickplight, Phantom Kangaroo, The Commonline Journal,
and elsewhere. His book of poems WORDS THAT BURN is published by Bareback
Press (2013). He lives in the central Vermont area.

*Special thanks to all those who submitted
selfies for the collage on page 10.
**Pictures on pages 59 and 65 by Azia DuPont
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